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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
This study was conducted to determine the speech status 
of ten aphasic patients one year following their discharge from 
a rehabilitation center in an attempt to determine the factors 
which may effect the patient's speech recovery. 
In June 19$8, the research subcommittee on aphasia 
appointed by the American Speech and Hearing Association, de-
fined aphasia as: 
any language disorder ocouring consequently and subse-
quently to a demonstrable central nervous system impair-
ment, excluding those disorders of speech and language 
resulting from general mental difficulty, mental illness, 
severe sensory impairment, or severe structural or mus-
culaT difficulty.! 
The continuous increase in the population not only 
indicates an increase in the birth rate, but it also indicates 
a decrease in the death rate and an increase in the life span. 
"In 1905 cardiovascular diseases accounted for only twenty-four 
per cent of all deaths. Today more than half of all deaths are 
due to cardiovascular diseases."2 With an increase in the life 
span, it can be expected that there will also be an increase in 
l 
"Report of Subcoll!lllittee on Problems of Aphasia", 
Journal of Sneech and Hearin~ Disorders NonoRranh Sunnlement 
2. lSeptember·, 1959), P• 40. 
2American Heart Association, Facta ·and Figures (New 
York: The Association, 19$8}, P• 10. 
l 
II 
n 
2 
cerebral vascular accidents, the most common disease of the 
nervous system, and the third highest cause of death in the 
United States.3 Since aphasia most :frequently is the result 
of cerebral vascular accidenta, an increase can be expected 
'I 
,I 
in the number of persons in our population with aphasia. In 
19.5.5, 1'74,142 persons succurnbed to cerebral vascular accidents. 
This means 106.0 persons per 100,000 population.4 The majority 
o.f patients do not die as the result of their first cerebral 
vascular accident • .5 nsome educated guesses place the total 
number of aphasic adults between one snd two million.n6 
According to Wepman, it can be assumed that the greater number 
of these aphasic adults have never been exposed to any form of 
speech therapy other than the ministrations of members of their 
immediate families. 7 ! 
__ , Although the relatively new field of speech therapy has 
shown rapid growth, it appears to be still in its embryonic 
stage or development. There is still a great lack of available 
3Kathleen Newton Shafer, et al. Medical-Surgical 
Nursing (St. Louisa The c. v. Mosby Company, 19$8) P• 856. 
4American Heart Association, op. cit., p. 5. 
5New York State Department of Health, Man!gement or 
the Patient with Hemiplegia (New York: State Department, 1955), 
P• 3o. 
611Report of Subcommittee on .Problems of Aphasia", 1:2£.!. 
?Joseph Wepman, Recovery from Aphasia (New York: The 
Ronald Press Company, 1951), P• !5. 
3 
apeech therapy and knowledge about the subject or aphasia.B 
The research subcommittee of the American Speech and Hearing 
Association recommended an interdisciplinary approach to re-
search 1n aphasia.9 To meet both the need of supplying speech 
therapy and to assist in the needed interdisciplinary research, 
the nurse must assu . 'ne some responsibility in these arona. ''The 
nurse's role in aphasia is expressed by Wepman when he says: 
Most patients' primary contacts are with the nurse alone, 
and it becomes her responsibility to assume the initial 
direction that is given to the recovery process ••• it must 
be remembered that each patient is an individual and must 
be treated according to the needs of his own problem ••• 
in caring for the physicial needs of the patient, the nurse 
is cirec tly responsible to the physic ian in c hare;e, in terms 
of the patient 1 a psychological development or language needa 
however, she ia usually almoat completely on her own. What 
she doea, how she approaches the patient, her attitude and 
her inaights may be directly responsible for the type of 
recovery the patient is to enjoy ,10~/ 
If the patient is receiving speech therapy from a 
therapist, the nurse then assumes the role of coordinator and 
administers follow-up therapy by providing for language stim• 
ulat1on as well as interpreting the patient's speech goals to 
the other health team members. 
Statement of the Problem 
This study was direetod toward the :l..nvestir;ation of the 
8naeport or Subcommittee on Problems of Aphasia", loc, 
9Ibid., P• 42. 
lOwepman, .ml.• ...sU.L, PP• 136-137. 
4 
speech status of ten aphasic patients approxunately one year 
following their discharge from a rehabilitation hospital. The 
aims of this study were to determine the following: 
1. The pre-and post-hospital therapy speech status of 
the patients. 
2. 'rhe speech therapy, if any, that had been carried 
out following their discharge from the speech therapy depart-
ment of Hospital X. 
3. The physical, attitudinal, and socio-economic 
factors that might affect the post-therapy speech status. 
Juatification of the Problem 
,Considering the high number of cerebral vascular 
accidents resulting in aphasia which are admitted annually to 
the hospital, the nurse cannot help but be aware of the magni-
tude of the nursing; problems these patients present. \ crenerally 
:-~' 
the physical aspects of illness are adequately met, however, 
the psychological needs frequently are overlooked, and very 
probably because the nurse is not prepared to handle them. 
When one atte:(1pta to identify specific characteristics which 
distinguish man from other creatures, man's ability to communi-
cate must certainly be considered aa a defining attribute of 
his nature. To keep man f"unationing both physically and 
ments.lly, the nurse 1nust be prepared to meet man's speech 
needs in administering comprehensive nursing care. The 1mprov 
ment of nursing care is the responsibility of every nurse 
practicioner.- In fact, most schools of nursing state as 
one of their objectives the desire to help the student develop 
an ~ppreciation and understanding of the nurse's role in 
research that will lead to the improvement of patient care./ 
.. ~~ 
It is recognized that: 
aphasia is a particularly difficult handicap to deal with 
in the rehabilitation or patients with cerebral vascular 
disease. Many patients with this handicap are severely 
limited because or it and as yet, methods or retraining 
are not entirely satisfactory. There are few reports 1n 
the literature of follow-up studies on rehabilitation of 
the hemiplegic patient.~l 
The American Speech and Hearing Association's sub-
committee on aphasia research agreed that: 
there is a serious lack of information concerning rehabil-
itation practices and that there is a basic need for 
surveys of rehabilitation for aphasia as it now exists. 
llesults of such studies would lead to better patient care 
and provide more understanding o.f the aphasic patient's 
problems and better communications with other specialists 
eoncerned with patient care ••••• a survey of rehabilitation 
practices seems to have, then, as its pr·imar;r objective, 
the determination of the role played by each member of the 
rehabilitation team.l2 
Therefore, if adequate information on the subject of 
aphasia is not available, the nurse must assume some of' the 
responsibility in filling this void in medical knowledge. 
11Philip R. Lee, et. al. "An Evaluation of Rehabili-
tation o.f Patients with Hemiparesis or Hemiplegia Due to 
Cerebral Vascular Disease", Rehabilitation Monograph XV (New 
York: The Institute o.f Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation 
New York University-Bellevue Medical Center, 1958), pp. 3-5. 
1211Report of Subcommittee on Problems of Aphasia", 
op. cit., PP• 40·41. 
6 
It was hoped that a small study of this type would be 
of some help in terms of better patient care for the aphasic 
atient. 
Scope and Limitations 
Hospital X, the hospital used as a resource agency in 
this study, is a state rehabilitation hospital having six 
hundred and sixty beds, of which two hundred and fifty were in 
se at the time the patients participating in this study were 
receiviD£ speech therapy. It is prepared and equipped to 
andle almost all types of patients referred to as rehabili-
tation problems. The hospital employs graduate nurses, nurses 
ides and orderlies, and operates a state school for licensed 
ractical nurses. It has a large physical medicine and reha-
ilitation department of which speech therapy is a very vi tal 
integral part. 
During the time period that patients in this study were 
dm.itted to Hospital X, sixty-seven patients had been referred 
o the speech therapy department. Fifty of these patients were 
phasic and received speech therapy. Of the other seventeen, 
ive patients were dysarthric and received speech therapy; three 
received testing for aphasia but were round non-
and the other seven patients were receiving either 
peech therapy or learning lip reading for a variety of medical 
roblems. 
Ten patients were selected aa a sample for this study 
7 
by the speech therapist, who had given speech therapy to all 
or these patients. Patients were eliminated as possible 
participants in this study for the following reasons: either 
too minial or too severe a degree or aphasia; still receiving 
speech therapy at Hospital X; involved in another research 
project; or speech status had not been determined by the same 
test that was used as a tool in this study. 
The speech therapist also served as a consultant in 
the interpretation of the data regarding the speech status of 
the patients. This study was concerned only with the patient's 
problems due to aphasia and no attempt was made to evaluate any 
of the other problems that might be associated with cerebral 
vascular accidents •. 
Preview of Methodology 
Considerable literature on aphasia was reviewed in an 
attempt to determine the general philosophy underlying spe6ch 
rehabilitation and to become familiar with previous research 
done on the subject. 
The hospital records or the ten patients selected for 
this study were reviewed. This was done to identify the 
diagnosis and any coexisting diagnoses of the patients with 
aphasia; to learn the speech status during hospitalization as 
noted by nurses and therapists; the speech therapy each patient 
had received; and the progress each had made in speech reha• 
bilitation durin!; their hospitalization. 
8 
During the hospital course, each patient had been 
administered the v. A. Aphasia Recovery Project Test by the 
speech therapist in Hospital X.13 This same test was later 
readministered by the writer to establish the post-hospital 
speech status. The results of these two tests were compared 
to indicate the degree of improvement or regression. Umder 
the guidance and supervision of the apeech therapist, to be-
come familiar with administering the test, the writer tested 
three aphasic patients not involved in this study. To develop 
skill and speed in administering the test, it was also given 
to four non-aphasic persona. 
An interview guide was developed to obtain data 
relative to the amount and kind of speech therapy each patient 
bad been receiving since discharge from Hospital X. The guide 
~as constructed to solicit information relative to any physical, 
~ttitudinal, or socio-economic factors that might influence 
the post-hospital speech status of the patients. 
In cooperation with the speech therapist, appointments 
~ere made for the writer to interview the patients and admin• 
ister the retest. Because both the testing and interviewing 
~ere done at the same time, the appointments averaged approx- I 
~tely two hours. I 
1~-------------------------------------------j 
l.3Harold Goodglass, v. A. Anhasia Recoverv Pro.1ect 
(Boston: Veterans Administration Hospital, 1956). West 
9 
Sequence of Presentation 
A review of the literature, the writer's philosophy, 
and the hypothesis are presented in Chapter II. 
A detailed discussion of the methodolo~;y used in the 
study is presented in Chapter III. It includes the selection 
and description of the sample, the tools usrc·d to collect the 
data and how the data was proeurred. 
In Chapter IV, the data is presented, analyzed, and 
discussed. 
Chapter V contains a sumrr,ary, the conclusions drawn 
from the data, and the writer's reco!llroendations. 
CHAPTER II 
PHILOSOPHY AND REVIEW OF 1HE LI'l'ERATURE 
In a review of the research done on aphasia, the three 
moat illuminating studies were conducted in the area of follow-
up after discharge from apeech therapy. These were conducted 
by Lee and his aasociatesJ 1 Marks and TaylorJ2 and Komisar, 
Leonhardt, and Weitz,3 
Lee and his associates conducted a long term follow-
up study- of two hundred and thirty patients who had had cere-
bral vascular accidents and who had been discharged from a 
rehabilitation center. The objective of this study was to 
determine the hertefit of rehabiUt:ation and the .factors which 
may have an effect on the patient's progress. Although 1n 
Lee's study they were concerned with all of the problems of 
the cerebral vascular accident patient, only the data related 
ll 
'I 
l1 
II II 
I 
! 
!j 
'I I, ,1~1 
! 
II 
I 
i' 
I 
I 
I 
' 
i 
I 
li 
'i 
:i 
to aphasia is discussed here. or the two hundred and thirty I 
patients that were followed, 3.$.3 per cent improved w1 th speech j1 
II lr.ee, et al., op. cit., PP• $, 22·23. 11 
'I 
I '1.!orton Marks, Martha Tay-lor, and Howard Rusk, I 
•Rehabilitation of the Aphasic Patient•, Neurology (Minneapolis:~ 
December, 1957), Vol. VIII, No. 12, PP• 837-843. 
' 
3David D. Komisar, Harry L. Leonhardt, and Anne s. 
,, 
Weitz, "A F'ollow-Up Study of .Patients Discharged .from a 
Community Rehabilitation Center•, Rehabilitation Service Series 
Number 2 (Waahingtona Department of Health, Education, and 
· a R habilitation 1 60 
10 ! 
I 
ll 
~ ~herapy, 63.4 per cent were unchanged or worse, and the con-
~ition or 1.3 per cent of the patients were not recorded. 
~ighty-five or these patients were followed-up in detail. At I 
~he time the eighty-five patients were discharged, 40.0 per cent 1 
~howed improvement, 58.8 per cent were unchanged or worse, and 
... 2 per cent were not recorded. When the follow-up study was 
~ne of the eighty-five cases, 31.8 per cent showed an improve-
~ent, 49.4 per cent were unchanged or worse and 18.8 per cent 
.rere not recorded.4 
The Taylor and Marks study of one hundred and fifty-
nine patients following speech therapy, reported the following 
reaultst excellent, 6.9 per cent; good, 22.0 per cent; fair, 
21.4 per cent; and poor, 49.7 per oent.5 
Both of the above groups noted that aphasia is a par-
ticularly devastating handicap and its present day management 
far from satisfactory.6 
The Komisar, Leonhardt, and Weitz's rollow-up study of 
three hundred and rifty patients discharged rrom a com.rcunity 
rehabilitation center indicated that over seventy per cent or 
the patients maintained the particular gains achieved as the 
result of' the services of the physical medicine department. 
These services included physical, occupational, and speech 
4tee, et al., op. cit., PP• 5, 22•23. 
5Ibid., P• 3• 
6 Lee, et al., loc. cit., p. 23. 
I 
12 
therapy, and also woodworking and industrial shop work.7 
The following statement indicates not only the dearth 
of research but also the dearth of literature on the subject 
of aphasia, •or 1,312 abstracts of publications 1n speech 
pathology and auQiology between 1934 and 1957, only sixty-two 
were on aphasia.•8 
Switzer points out that we have finally begun to grasp 
the importance ot' communication aa a research entity and we 
II 
I 
I' 
I 
I 
:I 
I 
have recognized that speech problems occupy as crucial a 
II :::::~::i::. ;ur total research aa any of the other functional II 
Both Rusk and the research subcommittee of' the American I 
Speech and Hearing Association emphasize the need for research 
in the area of aphasia. In the report of the subcommittee, 
they stated that "the amount of knowledge about aphasia is so 
limited and spread so broadly through so many areas that they 
were hopeful that attention would be directed to this very 
vital area.nlO Also the subcommittee felt that studies in 
aphasia were necessary so that there may be an improvement in 
the order of what now is felt to be a nrelatively chaotic 
7Komiaar, Leonhardt, Weitz, loc. cit., p. 5. 
8nReport of Subcommittee on Problema of Aphasia", 
loc • o 1 t • , p. 7 •. 
9 Ibid., Foreward. 
10 ~·• P• 4.3 
I' I 
II 
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therapeutic proceas.•ll Rusk states that& 
unfortunately, aphasia has been one of the least under-
stood and most poorly managed medical problems,both 
diagnostically and therapeutically. The loss of commu-
nication as a result of aphasia causes deep emotional 
stress and great frustration to the patient. It is 
frequently misunderstood by the patient himself, his 
family and friends.l2 
I! II 
II 
II 
I 
li A statement by Granich may explain, to a small desree, 1 
the reason for the misunderstanding as noted by Rusk: 
',It is well known that aphasia symptoms do not exist in 
isolation. The brain injured patient often presents 
personality changes, some degree of mental deterioration, 
and physical handicaps, as well as specific mental disa-
bilities outside of the language functions. These d~feets 
. sometimes overshadow the aphasia in its importance .l.:S -? 
' 
' Considering the complexity of the problems presented 
by the brain•injured patients, it is not surprising that there 
is a lack of understanding of aphasia. For the brain-injured 
patient, who is aphasic, his problems are further compounded 
because or the complexity of the steps of lanaguage rormation. 
I 
!, 
I' 
I 
'! 
.I 
II II 
II I II 
.. I 
iAocordi.ng to Terry, the aphasic patient may be more concerned I 
with his inability to communicate than with other dysfunctions Jl 
he may be having.14 Speech therapy and language development i 
------------------------------1 11 Ibid., P• 41. 
-12I!1artha L. Taylor, "Understanding Aphasia", Patient 
Publication No. 2.(New York: The Institute of Physical 
Medicine and Rehabilitation New York University-Bellevue 
Medical Center, 1958), P• 7• 
York! 
l;Louis, Grenich, A~hasiaa A 
Grune & Stratton, 194 ), P• 66. Guide to Retraining (New 
~lorence Terry, et al., 
Rehabilitation Nursing (St. Louis& 
195'{1, P• )24• 
Principles and Technics of 
The c. v. Mosby Company, 
if II 
I i! 
II 
I 
II 
II 
II 
for this patient are of parll.lllount importance, 
Because there is a shortage of trained speech thera-
pists, the patient must not be denied the benefits of speech 
therapy. Nurses must assume some of the responsibility until 
there are sufficient specialists in this field, 
"·' 
. Cecil believes that for effective speech therapy: 
knowledge of the subject is a great asset, but ranks last 
in importance because it has little value without the 
proper characteristics and attitude. Guiding principles 
for the therapist are infinite patience, interminable 
repetition, slow clear enunciation, intense empathi~ and 
a quiet soothing personality in a good atruosphere. :::> • · 
In our present day society, the nurse, in practicing 
the art and science of her profession, must recognize the 
dignity and human worth of man, This type of nursin::c care is 
comprehensive in scope, and implies both meeting the needs of 
the patient as an individual and planning nursing care with a 
philosophy of rehabilitation. A comprehensive nursing care 
plan for the aphasic patient would include some form of speech 
therapy. Longerich,l6 Morrissey,l7 Shafer,l8 Terry,l9 and 
I 
,, 
!Medicine 
l5Russell L. Cecil and Robert F. Loeb, A Textbook of 
(Philadelphia: w. B. Saunders Company, 1958), P• lS02.' 
h. I 1~ary Coates Longerich and Jean Bordeaux, Aphasia · 
Therapeutics (New York1 The Macmillan Company, 1954), 
1
1 
PP• 103-108. 
G, P. 
17Alice B. Morrissey, Rehabilitation Nursing 
Putnam's Sons, 1951}, PP• 197•9tl. 
18Kathleen Shafer, et al., loc. cit., p. 828. 
19 Florence Terry, et al., loc. cit., P• 325. 
(New York: I 
I' II 
I 
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Wepman20 all see the role o~ the nurse in caring for the 
aphasic patient as a very vi tal one in which she must be 
capable of helping to meet the patient's speech needs. 
Based on an increasing awareness of the magnitude and 
complexity o~ the aphasic patient's problems, the writer 
believes that a plan of comprehensive nursing care for i~he 
aphasic patient should includet 
1. A.n awareness or the patient as an individual in 
order to provide personalized care. 
2. A.n attempt to decrease the patient's problems by 
reducing tension so that the patient will endeavor to use 
whatever avenues of communication are left open to him. 
3. An expectancy and acceptance of aberrant behavior. 
4. A provision f'or constant language stimulation. 
5. Assistance to the other nursing team members, 
families, ~riends, and other patients so that they may under-
stand the probletus of the aphasic patient and not subject him 
to preventable humilitating experiences. 
It is apparent that a patient's speech status may be 
I 
1
1
. greatly af'feoted by his attitude and acceptance of his problem, 
by his physical condition, and by socio-economic factors. It 
is also af'i'ected by his i'amily 1 s reaction, attitude, and under-
standing of the problema he is .facing. 
I 
:I 
II 
I 
,j 
I! 
II 
II 
,I 
II 
il 
I ~I 
I! 
1 
,I 
II 
II 
II 
il 
I' 
I 
I 
II 
II 
il 
! 
I 
1\ 
If a nurse !mows what influences the aphasic patient 1 s 'I 
20 I 
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rogress in speech rehabilitation, she will better understand 
hat reinforcement is needed in the way of patient and family 
teaching that will insure a continuity of language stimulation 
both during hospitalization and after discharge. II 
Based on research, which noted that less than one-half j 
of the patients show improvement following discharge from a 
rehabilitation setting, and the writer's philosophy concerning 
the importance of continuity of care, the following hypothesis 
as formulated. 
Hzyothesil 
The aphasic patient's present speech status is con-
tingent upon continued post-hospital speech therapy, either 
ormal or informal, and that without this type of recognition 
and treatment of the problem, the patient will have improved 
little, if any, and may have even regressed. 
I 
II 
I 
CHAPTER III 
:1-W.THODOLOGY 
This chapter contains a descriptioP. of the methodology 
used to obtain data for this study, The sample will ue de-
scribed first and will include a composite picture of the 
aphasic patients who participated in the study. Following 
this~ the tools used to procure the date are discussed. The 
tools used were the patient's hospital records, the hospital,anc 
post-hospital V. A, Aphasia Recovery Project Test, and an 
interview guide, How the data were proccored- will complete 
the chapter contents, 
Description of the Sample 
The ten patients used as a sample in this study were 
selected from an entire group of sixty-seven patients admitted 
to the speech therapy department of Hospital X during a ten 
month period from June 1958 to March 1959, Before being ad-
mitted to this hospital, the patients are carefully screened 
in the out-patient departmeclt :to determine their YJotential for 
rehabilitation. Only if it is believed that they could benefit 
from the hospital's services, are they selected as candidates 
tor a rehabilitation program, 
The speech records of all the patients receiving 
speech thex•a.py dm•ing this period were reviewed to select 
17 
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possible candidates tor participation in this study. Fifty-
three were eliminated from the original group for the following 
reasons I 
l. Patients who had expired. 
2. Patients who had only minimal aphasia. 
3. Patients who had such severe aphasia that any degree 
of recovery was questionable. 
4. Patients who were still receiving speech therapy at 
Hospital X. 
5. Patients who were participating in another research 
~project at Hospital X. 
6. Patients who had not been tested during their 
,I 
I 
hospitalization with the v. A. Aphasia Recovery Project Test. il 
All except fourteen patients were eliminated. These 
fourteen patients were sent an individually typed letter which 
interred that the study was being conducted by Hospital X for 
the purpose of improverrent of patient care. The letter was 
signed by the chief of the physical medicine and rehabilitation 
department, who was a familiar figure to all of the patients. 
Enclosed in the letter was a postcard with the doctor's return 
address. The patient and/or his family merely had to check 
whether or not they would be willing to participate in this 
study. The letter stated that if they would be willing to 
participate, their former speech therapist would make a personal 
telephone call to them to arrange tor an inter.view. This 
n manner of contact was decided upon in an effort to ensure a 
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feeling of co-operation on the part of the patient and their 
family. 
Only four patients replied and all four were willing 
to participate in the study, However, to encourage more parti• 
cipation, telephone calls were made to all of the selected 
par·ticipants. 'l'he results were as follows: 
1. Ten patients were willing to be interviewed. 
2, One patient had expired, 
J, One patient's family refused to have the patient 
participate because of a difficult horue situation, 
4• One patient had moved to a distant part of the 
country. 
5. One patient could not be located, 
Taole I presents a composite picture of personal data 
of the ten patients who make up the sample for this study, 
The personal data were obtained partially from the patient's 
hospital record and partially from the interview. The patients 
were coded from one to ten and will be known throughout this 
study by their code number. "Information £iven by" refers to 
those persons from whom the writer obtained information at the 
time of the interview, All of the patients in the sample were 
caucasian. All of the patients had been married at sometime 
during their life although twa-were widowed and one divorced at 
the time interviewed, Half of the patients were male and half 
we••e fe,r,ale although this was not a factor in the selection 
of patients i'or the s&.inple. The ages of the ten patients 
=====9F=======================================-=====9F===== 
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TABLE I 
PERSONAL DATA OF TEN APHASIC PA'l'IFNTS 
IITU11li:ler of 
Children Living 
0o. or 
Closely Arrange- Discharge 
In£ ormation Associated menta Disposition 
Pat- Given Martial Chil- With Prior to From 
ient B"y Sex Age Race Status dren Patient C. V. A. Hospital X 
Patient and Male 70 White Married 0 0 Home Home with 
l Son Wife 
Patient and Female 45 White Married 3 2 Home With Mother 
2 Motber ~ 
Patient and Female 62 White Widow 1 1 Apartment With 
3 Daughter Daullhter 
h. Wire Male 74. White Married 0 0 Apartment Home with Wife 
5 Patient Male :SO White Widower 3 2 Anartment Home with Famll v 
6 Patient and Female 49 White Married l l Home Home with 
Husband Husband 
PatiE>nt and Male .$1 White Married 3 2 Apartment Home with 
Mother-In Family 
7 Law 
8 Husband Female 68 White Married 3 1 Home Home with Husband :  
9 Patient Female 56 White !Divorced 1 0 Apartllent Chronic 
Disease 
Hosnital 
r.ra tient and Male 1.!1'1 Wl'l1 te ~arrl.ed ii! ii! Home Home with 
10 Wife Wire 
" 
-- -·. 
•; 
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panged .from 45.0 yn.rs to 74.0 years, the mean age being 58.4 
'years. The .five feraale patients ranged in age from 45.0 years 
to 68.0 years, the mean age being ,56.0 years. The five male 
patients ranged in age from ,50.0 years of age to 74.0 years, 
with the mean age being 60.8 years. Six of the ten patients 
~ere below sixty years of age. 
Tools Used To Collect Data 
Statistical in£ormation was obtained from the patient's 
hospital records. Two tools, a retest and an interview, were 
used to obtain other data. 
The test will be discussed first. The V. A. Aphasia 
Recovery Project Test1 was developed by Dr. Goodglass at the 
Boston Veterans Administration Hospital. This test was used to 
determine both the hospital and post-hospital speech st[\tus of 
the patients involved in this study. The original testing 
during hospitalization had been done by the therapist at Hospita 
X and will be designated as Test I. Permission was obtained 
to use this sa,ne test as a tool for retestin['~ the patients to 
collect data for this study. The retest will be designated 
as Test II. 
The test items are divided into six categorized 
sections: 
Section I, which is made up of' three test items, is 
designed to deteradne auditory comprehension, the first goal 1n 
1 Appendix B 
,, 
I' 
2.2 
language formation. 
Section II, which is composed of seven test items and 
tests the oral comprehension, the next goal in language formation 
Section III, designed to determine reading comprehension 
is made up of three tests. This is the third goal in language 
formation. 
Section IV, consisting of two test items, entails an 
understanding of language and requires much abstract thinking. 
Section V, a single test, deter;:nines t 11e patient's 
ability to do arithmetical calculations. 
Section P, composed of three itema, tests non-language 
mental comprehension. 
I' I 
'fhe writer did not test for wore recognition or sentence! 
meaning in Section III, symbols and spelling in Section IV, or 
any or Section V or P because these tests were not routinely 
administered to all patients during their hospitalization. The 
writer believed that to include the above subtests during the 
post hospital follow-up visit would increase the duration of 
the interview to such an extent that it would frustrate the 
aphasic patient by requiring too prolonged a period of concen• 
tration. If any of' the above had been included in the orif!;inal 
testing at Hospital X, the test result f'or these two sections 
were not considered as data in this study. 
To obtain data relative to the patient's speech status, 
the v. A. Aphasia Recovery Project Test, which had been admin-
istered during the patient's hospitalization, was readmin1stered 
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during the follow-up visit. A plan was devised to determine 
the degree of improver~nt, the degree of regression, or the 
patient's speech status by calculating a cha.'11<e score for 
each patient based on a comparison of the results scored by 
each patient on Test I and Test II. The amount of regression 
was ranked by a score of minus one to minus four. Zero would 
indicate that no significant change had taken place, althol~h 
the patient may have decreased the time needed to complete the 
test items, decreased the number of errors made, or incr•eased 
the number of words nau~d. Plus one to plus four would indi-
cate the degree of improvement. To derive at a change score 
for each patient, the number of "+'s" and the number of "-'s" 
were totaled. The lower number was subtracted from the hicher 
number and the resultant figure will be the change score. 
The change scores were based on the predeternlned 
rating seale or rating table for each .rcc:btest. Although sub• 
tests varied in the number of ite .. ,s on which they were scored, 
each subtest is rated on an established scale rancing from zero 
to four. A rating of zero is the most desirable score, while 
a rating of four means either complete or almost total inability 
to perform. In some of the subtests, both the number of errors 
and the time required are factors in arriving at the rating. 
and in one such test, the highest number of words named is the 
factor which determines the rating. The predetermined rating 
scales were so constructed that only a brief training period 
~ was necessary to produce a satisfactory degree of proficiency. 
Prior to the interview and to become familiar with the 
V. A. Aphasia Recovery Project Test, the writer administered 
the test to three aphasic patients under the supervision and 
guidance of the speech therapist at Hospital X. To develop 
increased skill and speed in administering the test, the writer 
then tested four non-aphasic persons using the sL~e test. 
An interview guide2 was constructed to secure informa-
tion relative to the second and third parts of the problem which! 
were as .followaa I 
'I 1. The speech therapy, if any, that had been carried 
out following discharge from the speech therapy department at 
Hospital X. 
2. The physical, attitudinal, and socio-economic factors 
that might have effected the post-therapy speech status. 
The interview guide was prefaced by factual information 
to put the patient an~or his family at ease. To obtain the 
I 
desired information, the interview guide was divided into eight 1 
! 
sections designed to determine the 1'ollowing information: 1. 
Section I. The e.f:f'ect of the diagnosis and/or coexisting 'I 
diagnosis on the patient's potential for speech rehabilitation. ! 
I 
II 
Section II. The effect of the patient's attitude on 
his speech rehabilitation. ,I !I 
" Section III. The e1'fect, if any, of the patient's educa-1! 
tional background on his potential .for speech rehabilitation. I! 
' 
2 Appendix c. 
Z5 
Section IV. The effect of the patient's financial and 
work background on his potential for speech rehabilitation. 
Section v. What effect aphasia had on the patient's 
socialization habits. 
Section VI. The degree to which the patient and/or his 
i'amily were aware that the doctor recognized and/or took steps 
to relieve the anxiety produced by the patient's aphasia. 
Section VII. The degree to which the patient an~or 
his family were aware of the nurse's recognition an~or action 
II 
! 
to relieve the patient's aphasia problems and his anxiety. I 
The eighth section was included to obtain any additional 
information anq/or comments the patients and/or their families 
desired to make about the patient's hospitalization or speech 
• therapy program. 
Because or the possibility that an aphasic patient would 
not be able to communicate enough to answer all or the questions 
' a close member of the patient's family or a friend were asked I 
to be present during the interview. 
To develop skill and insure accuracy in the use of the 
interview guide the writer pre-tested the interview guide to 
determine the reliability of the questions. The family members 
r two aphasic patients, not part of the sample in this study, 
d two adults not associated with an aphasic patient were 
interviewed to pre-test this tool. 
Procurement of the Data 
The appointments which ranged from one and one-halt 
~==~==============================-~====9F==== 
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hours to three hours, included both retesting and the focused 
interview to obtain personal data. The average interview 
lasted approximately two hours. The retest was administered 
first so that the factor or fatigue would not affect the 
validity of the test results. Personal data information was 
sought secondly. 
The vista were made at a time selected entirely at the 
convenience of the patient an~or his family. There was little 
lneed for explanation of the study at the time of' the interview 
because most of the patients an~or their families had been 
satisfactorily informed as to the nature and purpose of the 
visit by the form letter and the telephone call. 
Because of the nature of' the aphasia, in some cases it 
~as necessary for a family member to be present during the test, 
~owever, this was eliminated as much as possible. During the 
~dministration of the test to the ten patients used as a sample 
in this study, all displayed a slight apprehension at the 
beginning of the testing period, which rapidly subsided. If a 
patient seemed exceedingly frustrated by a particular aspect of 
~he test, that subtest was discontinued. 
All of the personal interviews except two were held in 
~he patient's home. One was held at Hospital X at the patient's 
~equest. The other interview not held in a home environment 
~as conducted at a state chronic disease hospital where the 
patient was hospitalized. 
Six of the personal data interviews were conducted in 
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the presence and with the assistance of a relative. In two of 
the interviews the questions were answered by the patients 
~ithout assistance. One patient was a widower at home alone 
during the day. The other was the patient in a atate chronic 
disease hospital. One patient was so obviously frustrated by 
his aphasia and the writer's presence. that the questions were 
~nswered entirely by his wife. A patient, who had been retested 
in the out•patient department of Hospital X, did not particl-
~ate in the interview. She preferred to have her husband 
~swer tP~ questions so that she vas free to socialize with 
~er previous therapists and hospital acquaintances. 
The interviewer was well received by the patients and 
their families. This may reflect the rapport that had been 
~stablished between the members of' the rehabilitation staff at 
~oap1tal X and the patients during their hospitalization. 
CHAPTER IV 
PRESENTATION, DISCUSSION AND AJI.A.LYSM OF DATA 
This chapter presents a discussion and analysis or data 
in relation to the ten patients who participated in this study. 
The data will be presented and discussed under three main 
divisions which relate to the three divisions ot the problem 
which are as tollowst 
l. The pre- and post-hospital speech status of the 
patients. 
2. The speech therapy, it any, that had been carried 
out following the discharge or the patients from the speech 
therapy department of Hospital X. 
3. The physical, attitudinal and aoeio-economic factors 
that might have effected the post•hospital speech status. 
The speech status as determined by the v. A. Aphasia 
Recovery Project Test is discussed first. All of the patients 
had been tested both during their hospitalization and on a 
follow-up basis. Teat I refers to the teat administered during 
the patient's hospitalization and Teat II refers to the teat 
administered on the follow-up viait. To facilitate presentation 
ot the data and to show the change in the patient's speech 
28 
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a rating system was devised and is referred to as the change 
score. 'l'he change score was based on the difference between 
Test I and Test II. 
The change score was derived by subtracting the lower 
rating for each subtest item, as given from zero to four, from 
the hicher subtest item score. This gave each of the fifteen 
subtest items a change score. To the resulting figure the 
appropriate plus or minus sign was attached. 
A one figure rating for each patient which would show 
the degree of improvement, the degree of regression or no 
change was devised and called the total change score. This 
total change score was comput;ed by first addinc:; the plus signs, 
then adding the minus signs, and finally substracting which 
ever was lower from the higher. The appropriate plus or minus 
sign was then attached to the number so attained. The total 
change scores presented in all of the tables in this study 
were computed in this manner. The score ranges are the ranges 
of the total change score based on a ,class interval of five, 
eg. +l to +5. 
The total change score will be discussed in relation to 
the Wepman speech diagnostic classification of expressive, 
receptive, expressive-receptive, and global aphasia.l These 
definitions are as follows& 
Expressive aphasia& symptoms predominantly motor or 
1 
Joseph Wepman, loc, cit., PP• 42-42. 
i 
I 
' 
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productive in nature and consisting of an inability to 
express ideas through spoken or 'Wl'itten language· syro1bols. 
Regeptfve aphasia: sympto~ predominantly sensory or 
recept ve in nature and consisting ot a disturbance 1n the 
ability to comprehend language through spok•n or written 
symbols. 
Exprestive•receptive aphasias approximately an equal 
d1stri ut1on or both areas. 
Global aphasia: all language forms seriously affected to 
the degree that it is impossible to use one of the pre-
eeeding categories.2 
The change score will also be presented in relation to 
the age and sex of' the ten patients. 
Table II presents the speech diagnosis of the ten 
aphasic patients in this study. 
TABLE II 
THE SPEECH DIAGIWSIS OF THE 
TEN APHASIC PATIEN'l'S 
Patients Speech DiaGflosis 
1 •••••••••••••• Global 2 •••••••••••••• Expressive-receptive 3 •••••••••••••• F~pressive-reeeptive ~ •••••••••••••• Global •••••••••••••• Expressive 6 ........... -... Expressive-receptive 
7 •••••••••••••• F.xpressive 8 •••••••••••••• Expressive-receptive 
9 •••••••••••••• EXpr~~sive•reoeptive 10 ............... r~~essive-reeeptive 
The speech therapist at Hospital X made the speech 
diagnosis on the basis of th~ patient's hospital test. However• 
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ithe apeeoh therapist, uae4 u a H&OUJOOe person 1n this atud71 ii 
11 idU. not neoassu1l7 olaaa1t'7 patients nor tNtat them 1n rela• 
! Uon to their apeeoh diagnoaia. Her met bod o-r the rap,- waa baae4 
·on the patient's immediate neecla and the avenues of communi• 
! 
:cation that wel"e le.t't open to bhl.. 
Table III presents the holpital and .follow-up teat 
'rresults for five male patient.. Table IV pNtsenta the aame 
,1ntol'JII&tion .t'or five .female patients. In these two tables "+4" 
,' ' 
:1nd1oates that the test was not actm'nS.atered. Whel"eu 11411 1nd1• 
!Oates that the patient vas unable to pe:Ptoa. Test I 1nd1oatea 
ithe t .. t administered during the patient's hospitalization and 
''!'eat II 1ncl1eatea the teat adminiatend on the .t'ollow•up v1a1t • 
. f'rom the Peaulta o.t' these two teats the ohange scores and the 
•total change scores tor eaoh paUent were 4ete1"1111ned. This 
!)1ntormaUon 1a presented to'r the ten patients 1n Table V. 'l'hese · 
.!data were the baala toP aU .t'ollowiDg d1aouaa1on of the 
iPatient•a speech status. 
Table VI presents the relationship between the patient'• · 
' 
,!IJpeeob diapoa1a and his total ohange aeore. None o.t' the pa• 
Uenta 1n this atud7 bad a d1agnoa1a ~ re.ceptive aphasia. The 
lU&n aoore tor the two patieuta with eJq>reaaive aphasia was 
lil'l}j..SJ .t'or the aix patients with ezpreaa1Ye-reoepUve aphaaJ.a 
!~he mean score vas +12.8:h and the lii8&D score f0'11' the two ps.• 
tienta with global aphasia waa •l.O. Bo conclusions can be 
1
!!rawn trom the data as to the et'.t'eet ot' the diagnosia on the 
•' 
f"'' ~pee O.t' 1l11JU'OY&ment or the dep>ee Ot' regression 01' post• 
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TABLE III 
HOSPIT!I.. AND POST-HOSPDAL TRS~ RF:SUUf'S FOR FIVE MALE PATIENTS 
Test Items 
p a t i • n t ~ lL 5 7 
Test Test Test Test 
I II I II I II I II 
I Picture Indenti£1- Ratiru< 2 2 +h. l 0 0 0 
cation !me 
-
100" .-
-
00" ~(5" _jl!.- ] .-
rrors L 5 
-
0 0 0 
Comu-.ands atana: j j j Q 0 
rrors llJ 1l 
-
l ') 0 0 0 
~ Comolex Material Rating + 3 + + l 0 0 
II Oral Motility Rat1nll: l. 0 + + 0 0 0 
Repetition o£ Words Ratiru!: h ~ .. ~1me 
-
I~ ,. 
- -
1.0 I" l:l 5" li2 r" ~2· i" 
rrora 129 2H ~ 
-
.0: 
a tin!."( 4 +h +lL <Hl. Picture Naming 1llle 
- - - -
120" H i" 3J !" 1.3 
'" rrors us 
- - -
1 
Word Finding in atinP: lL +IL +lL +4, 
Responsive Speech Tfale - - - -
~,( I" 3 , .. Ul )" 5 ;n 
rrors 10 
- - -
0 0 
FUnctional Speech ating 4 .. +4 +4 2 
word Finding .Lnd. o. Woro.s 
- - -
~ 
F.xternal Cues atin11: I+IL +I!. +4 
::~-:rntact1cal Organ. ating 0 3 +4 +4 +~ 
l'araphasia: 
a. Syllable Rev. etc Ratinv.. :+JJ. . ,. + + 2 2 + 2 
b. Word Su~. etc. ating 3 L + + 2 l + 2 
c. Perseve etc. atinll. 2 + + 1 0 + 1 
III Recogni t1on o£ ating ~ + + 0 0 
Symbols :rrors j .. + 0 0 
L¥· .. 
-.. . - lk>-iting hUng '-+4 .. 
"" 
... + + .l ... J 
) 
10 
Test 
I II 
2 l 
-
00" 
0 
~ 
() 
+ 2 
( 
-
122" ·-
24 l 
/J. 
-
ll. )"" 
17 0 
4 4 
-
no-
l) tl __ 
+ 3 
2 3-
+ 4-
-
+ l 
+ +j, 
+ +1: 
l 
~ 0 
+ T 4 
~= 
VJ 
1\l 
:) ~ ) 
" 
I 
TABLE IV 
HOSPITAL- AND POSX .. liv3PITAL TEST RESULTS FOR FIVE FEMALE PATIENTS 
Teat Items -z 
Test 
I 
P a t 
-:J 
Test 
I I 
-
c 
1 e 
0 
-ree~ 
I II 
2 
n t 
6 
Test 
I II 
• 9 
Test 
I II 
2 Picture Ident1- l«a_t~ 
tication ¥!me IJJJ• I 95• 1.1:5• lliO • II llio• 95'-llOO• n •n 7r;• r ar;• 
Commands Ra£ln~ 4 4 v l , 4 
ll!ll'rora 7 b 1 ~ B l.C I 
!: 
More Comole:x Material Rat llUlt ~ 2 • +ll. , 
II Oral Kot11itv at~ ~ 3 c c ·i 
at lnaz l~t 1 
Repetition of Worda ~me .. -9 ;-. ~10 :-- rn ;-. L,. _6 I" 9: L" tl ,ft t: 5 .. , 11 , .. 
- 1 l S lB 2i 
Picture Bam1ng 
Word Finding 1n 
Responsive Speech 
Functional-!lln•aft~ 
wora 1"1llCWlg Ind. -ot 
External Cues 
SYIJ.tactical 0 
Rat~_g_ 
Jo 
~at1ng 
iatlnaz 
l+h. 2 l l If. -+11 
- IYI,£. ...Q;l• ~ !U5"1l_l::l~".ll3()'" 115" 1316" -
I~ lfl h!·lij·! ~ I tl ¢1 ~·I~ I~ 
r•! I E I i I ; II ! I ~ I ~ I --; ~~-k I 4f 
r:t I fi ~ I f II !f I ~ I !k I i II .! I !It 
~ a.~·apua.~:J .Lfl i 
a. Syllable rev. • et<.J Ratin~~: + 2 2 • + +b. + 
b. Word Sub. • etc. RatinP: + 3 1 • • !1 ., 
c~ Peraeveration.etc. at1n1Z + 1 0 + • -i 
l..l..L Recognition o1' ating ft 0 0 0 + +1 0 
)ls iil!l'or& - o o o .. - o 
-
-+ . -~ . _, . 4 ·'l'l ·""+ .- -''Plj.'- -~ -·~ . -~ 
.... 
.... 
'·'"\ ,:~ ) ) 
··-·· ··ik~ 
icture I4ent1-
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.Y 
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~ABLE V 
StiUURY OF 'fES~ RESULTS FOR ALI. PA'l'IE'I'!'S 
-· 
P a t 1 e n t a 
~ z 3 k .. 5 .. {) 7 -g CJ '* 10 
tl. o +.2 b .. .-- 0 t o I · o 1 +2 I +1 I o I +1 
l"U'lGag Ill«. 
I or ht. Cuea • 0 + ... ~ •· + +2 I 0 I .. 
1 !E ·. · - + + • + + tl 
1 rill.ab a Reve:ra&l: + + + ~ + + + 
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JS 
'r: 
I p 
iiiiNpltal .,...h atatu beoo.,.._ or tbe 811&11 llUlllber ued aa a 
i!•-1• 1a thla atudy and beoaue or tM lnoondatent llUlllbtl' or 
~:pati•u t'allibg w1tb1A eaoh «S.•a••tlo oweU'uauoa. n 
:i 
li8bottl41 bow••~'• be- polated out tbat the onq two pat!en\1 Who ,, 
' 
l:npeaMd ba4 a 41agnoe1a or global aphuta, wblob 11 the •n 
i:••v.n fora .r apbaata. 
: 
'l'ABL'I n 
'l'O'l'AL OIWJGE 80flll:8 J0R '!'HE 'lD PAU'!ilf'f& 
:t1f RELATIOJf '1'0 't.rnr.D IPE&CB DlAGJIOSD 
s • 0 • • • 
'I'Malft• 
Patieat ~:1ft ~!'!~" ~~.!~. 
I 
1 •1 
' 
2 :Zl 
f •l +\9 +l) 
I +20 +18 
I 9 ~~ ' 10 
To tala +29 +n -a 
Me• soona +14..5 +12,.$) •1.0 
'lable Y1I pnuata tu nlatlouh1p beW.ea tbe toW 
' .. _.. nqea ad the aa fd ••h patl•*• 
' 
' 
' 
,, 
• • 
)6 
'U.Biil VIl 
RUGES OJ' 'fHE T0'1'AL CHUGE SCORF..S BY 
SEX. OP 'l'BE 'lU PATIEfi'lll 
Total Cbange 
sewe Bangea 
• 
.. 4 to 0 
+ 1 to + S 
+ 6 to +10 
• • • • • 
+11 to +lS 
+16 to +20 
+21 to +2S 
• • • • • 
Male a 
• 
2 
0 
1 
• 
1 
1 
0 
• • • • 
Pemalea 
• • 
0 
1 
l 
• 
1 
1 
1 
• • • • 
; . . . . • t. the raediaa. 
• 
To tala 
• 
2 
1 
2 
2 
2 
1 
• • • •• 
There doea not aeem to 0. any atrild.ng pattern or rela• 
. t1onah1p O.tween the au ot the patients and the total chanp 
, aeore range. However. there 1a a IIIOZ"e homogeneou.e cliatributicm . 
in the three acore ranges trOlll +6 to +20 with one male and ou 
female patient talling in each ot these diatributiona. 
A poup total ebanp aoore vaa calculated tol' the rive 
• male patient& ancl tor the five tamale patients and 1a presented 
in Table VIII. 
The total group change acore tol' the ten patienta waa 
+104. '1'be higher group total change aoore ot +62 with a mean 
ot +12.4 waa achieved by the tive fea&le patienta. The lower 
group total change acore or +42 w111h a mean ot +6.4 waa obtainet't 
by the tin male patients. The di.tterenoe O.tween tbeae two 
•. poup total change aoorea la +20. Two or the male pat1enta W, 
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a slightly regressed speech status. however, none of the female 
patients had regressed. These figures seem to indicate that 
the female patients in this study improved following their 
discharge from Hospital X about one third more than did the 
male patients involved in the study. 
TABLE VIII 
MALE AND F'El!JALE GROUP 'rOTAL CHANGE. SCORES 
FOil THE TEN APHASIC PATIE:NTS 
Males 
5 
7 
10 
Total +'s 
1 
4 
Total -•e 
Group Total 
Change Scores 
Total Change 
Scores 
+ 9 
+20 
+15 
+44 
- 1 
- 1 
- 2 
Females 
Total Change 
Scores 
+23 
+ 6 
+13 
+18 
+ 2 
+62 
+62 
Table IX shows the relation of the aee of the patient 
to his total change score. 
A total of the scores of' the five patients above the 
median or above age fifty-six is +37. A total of the scores 
of the five patients below the median or below the age fifty-
n1ae waa +67. ~b.e total obange aeon for the five youngeJO pa• 
,rtienta waa +30 greatel' than tb.e total change uore tor the five 
I 
,!older patient• 1n tt;ia atuq. 'l'b.e ebange acore tor the J'OW2gfll' 
' !;patienta showed almoat a 1'U't7 per oent greater inenaae than 
~ i 
, did the change score ror the older patienta. However, the 
eighth oldest patient received the third highest change aeon 
and the fifth oldeat patient received the fourth higb.eat score. 
,'l'heae reaulte would tend to indicate that although younger pa• 
t1enta aeelll on the whole to have a greater potential tor apeeeh 
.,Mb.abilitatioa than do older patienta, it 1e poaaible for older 
aged patienta to improve 1n their ap .. cb following aphasia. 
'!'ABLE IX 
'.l'BE REJ'.A'UOHSHIP OF AGE '1'0 THE TOTAL CHANGE 
SCORES FOR THE 'fEI APHA$10 PATIENTS 
Total Change 
Patient Seo"a 
4. 74 .. l 
l zg - 1 8 +16 
3 6Z + 6 
lO S9 +15 
·······················~········································ 9 56 + 2 
7 S1 +20 
5 so + 9 
6 4' +13 
2 45 +23 
•• •••••••• 
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egressed, or showeo. nO' change according to each subtest item. 
TABLE X 
THE NtWlBER OF PA'i'.t:EN'l'S SHOWING IMPROVF.11ENT, 
REGRESSION, A:Wi.J .t'lO CHANGE IN SPEECH 
PERFORMANCE, BY THE SUSTEST ITL'1S 
I111prove- Regres-
Test Items 'l!Emt sion 
~icture Identification 3 2 
pomtmmds 5 1 ~ore Complex Material 5 0 
praJ. Motility 6 0 
~epetition of Words ~ 2 Picture Naming 1 
Word Finding in Responsive Speech ~ 0 ~etional Speech 0 Word Finding Ind~ of Ext. Cues 0 
Syntactical Organization 5 2 
Syllable Reversal, etc. 7 0 
Ylord Substitution, etc. 5 1 
Perseveration, etc. 6 l 
Recognition of Symbols 5 0 
Descriptive Writing .3 0 
No 
Change 
5 
~ 
4 
tt 
5 
6 
4 
3 
3 
4 
3 
5 
7 
There were fifteen subtest items and ten patients in• 
volved in the study, therefore there was a total of one hundred 
and fifty possible items in which change could be rated. 
Improvement was noted in seventy-four of the one hundred and 
fifty items; regression was noted in only ten items; and in 
sixty-six of the possible one hundred and fifty items there was 
no change. These figures indicate that only in a few specified 
speech items do patients as a total group regress, but most 
patients improve or hold their own speech status following 
d1aoharge from a rehabilitation program. 
Administration or Forff£1 and 
Informal speech Therapy 
The data relative to the second division of' the problem 
referring to the effect of formal and informal speech therapy 
will be presented next. The term formal speech therapy is used 
to indicate speech therapy administered for a set period of time 
tor the alleviation of language deficit in a particular area. 
The term intoi'l!W.l :::peech therapy refers to language stbmlation 
provided but not planned. The purpose may be to stimulate or 
correct language •1:\.o'ld it could consist of such activities as: 
correcting a patient when a word is mispronounced; providing 
language stimulation whieb. is secondary to another purpose, 
such as clarification because the listener failed to comprehend 
the meaning of an expressed id~a; or repetition which might be 
' 
used to clarify a meaning ".·and a.lso have .,_ secondary effect 
of language stimulation. 
The effect of speech therapy, the speech history, and 
follow-up therapy will be discussed in relation to: 
1. The time of admission to Hospital X. 
2. The number of weeks speech therapy was adlllinistered 
at Hospital X. 
3. The number of days of hospitalization prior to the 
initiation of speeeh therapy. 
4. The total number of days the patients were hospi-
talized. 
5. The type of speech therapy administered. 
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6. The number of weeks since the patients were 
discharged. 
7. The number of weeks since the patients had received 
speech therapy from a professional speech therapist. 
These factors are all discussed in relation to the 
atients• change scores. 
.Speech Therapy& History and Follow-Up 
Table XI presents a c.omposite· picture of the patients' 
speech history a.:-:1 poesible external .factors related to it. 
In discussing the number of weeks, the writer converted the 
days to weeks. Three or less days were discounted from the 
total number of weeks. Four to six days were considered an 
extra week. 
The number of weeks between the time of the patient's 
illness and his admission to Hospital X was influenced by the 
period of acute illness following the cerebral vascular accident 
the delay in referral to Hospital X, an~or the availability 
of a hospital bed at Hospital X. The shortest period of time 
between acute illness and the admission of a patient to Hospita 
X was six weeks and the longest time was twenty-three weeks. On 
I 
'I 
I 
I 
the average, twelve weeks elapsed between the acute illness and f 
the time of a&uission of patients to the rehabilitation hospita 
Table XII colllpares data in relation to the time lapse 
between acute illness and the admission of patients to Hospital 
X and the total change score. The total change score for the 
J ) ) 
-=------- ,..-.:..-_-:" -- ------ -
TABLE XI 
I Sl'EEOH THE.RAPY HISTOR!" OP TE1f A.PliASIO PA'l'IEN'l'S 
!I 
' 
IIPatient Ween No. On Hoap. Jl'o. Reaaoa Hoap.X No. Jro. Weeka 
\I 
Prior to De:ya Blue Day Weeu for Dia• Referral Weeka S!noe Speech 
II Ac1m1se1on at Study Speech of continuing to Speech Since Therapy tl'OID it to liosp.X Hoap. 'fbera~1 gp.eeh Speech Ther&pJ' Diachargt Profeaa1oaal 
:I CV:A 00• Started Therapy Therapy Speech CUl"l"ed Theroist 
! 
I 6 84 80 I l 107 Jlo lJ 13 Diacbarge O.P.D. 
!I M.,li .. B. 
II "' 
10 101. JIO Z4 1.3 _Dl~ebarge F .. S .. 'l'. 56 0 M .JL'R 
I' ' 
2) U5 :tea Z7 u ~~R. ·o· J' .5.1.'. . . IJ-5 45 
! 4 u: 1.45 110 u .1.5 ~:mr:~~ :uo .50 55 I t' 
' ad unee• 
ii o-oei'ative 
I! 5 14 174 Yea l.5tl 2 D1~o Bo 67 67 .M.u:~.,-
;! 0 (> l.5Z Yea Utl '9 D1acbal'ge P.s.'I'. tl3 0 
' 
M H B 
' 101. ll O.P.D. 70 II 7 b :tea Z4 IJ180~· 7" 
:[ M.H.J3. 
I 
:;;: .A • Dl.\'1 '! tl zo 1.00 1:ea 1.0 1.3 O.l'.D. JO! 72 
,I 
·' 
' Zl9 Yea 20 )l. D!:C:~:rge Jfo 70 70 " "1 l.4 :I 
ho M. '• • J.U 1.27 Jl'o 15 l.f> Di~~s• No 50 .5e 
't M.U.B. 
' 
!\ ,, 
,, P.S.'l'.• Proteaaioaal Speech Tberapiat M.H.B.- Maximum Hospital B&nef1ta 
:1 OJ~ out .l111t1at P-9»•~"~- lt,..O.A.,. .. .LM.:n .oZ. Al>llewl9 ff 
4.3 
TABLE .UI 
RELA'l'IONSHIP BETW'EEN THE TIME 0.1'' ADJo'.U:SSION 
TO HOSPITAL X AND THE TOTAL CHA:t«XE SCORl'. 
Patient 
Wee~a Prior to Admission 
to Hospital X 
Total Change 
Score 
~ ~ ~1i I 
I J ~ II 
••••••• :~ •••••••••••••••••• :~ •••••••••••••••••••• :::... • • • • • • • • I 
4 11 - l 
9 ~ +2 5 ....,. +9 
a zo +18 1 
11---.3 _____ 2_.3 ______ .... _6 ___ 1111 
•••••• is the median. 
!I II 
!'ive patients above the median waa +65.0, with a mean of +13.0. 11 
The average number of weeks prior to admission to Hospital X fori 
this group was 7.6 weeks. I The total change score for the five I 
patients below the median was +)4.0 with a mean of +7.8. The I 
average number of weeks prior to admission to Hospital X for 1 I 
these patients was 16.4 weeks. The group who were admitted to 
1 
Hospital X with the least a.mount of time lapse following their 
acute illness had a group total change score of +65.o. The 
group who had a greater time interval prior to admisaion to 
Boepita1 X had a group total change score of +)4.0. The 
~amatic effect on the total change score the writer feels, may 
("', be due to either the amount of spontaneous recovery and/or to 
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the early admission to a rehabilitation hospital. 
Tabla XIII presents the relationship between the weeks 
that the patients had speech therapy and the total change aoore.l 
Patient 
5 
6 
7 
3 
2 
8 
1 
4 
10 
9 
'!'ABLE XIII 
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE WEEKS OF SPEECH 
THERAPY AT HOSPITAL X AND 
THF: 'IDTAL CHANGE SCORE 
Weeks of 
Speech To tal Change 
TherapJ So ore 
2 +10 
9 +1.3 
11 +20 
12 + 6 
13 +2.3 
1.3 +18 
1.3 
- l ~ .. l + 5 
.31 + 2 
I 
II 
Data indicatE that the three patients who received the I 
lowest total change scores were among the four patients who re- ~~ 
ceived speech therapy over the longest period of time. 
There seems to be no direct connection between the totall 
change scores and the number of weeks of speech therapy that 11 I' 
each patient received. This indicates that the patient's total jl 
change score was influenced by spontaneous recovery or non• 
speech therapy processes. 
Table XIV presents the relationship between the hospital 
day on which each patient started his speech therapy program and 
"' 
4.5 
his total change score. The total number of hospitalized days 
for each patient ia also presented. 
TABLE XIV 
NUMBER OF DAYS OF HOSPITALIZATION PRIOR TO BFGIN:ITNG 
SPEECH THERAPY, 'J.'fiE TOTAL NUMBER OF HOSPITAL 
DAYS AUD THE TOTAL CHANGE SCORES 
Hospital Days Prior Total Number Total Change 
Patient to Speech Therapy Hospital Days Scores 
4 12 14.5 - 1 l 13 107 
- l 10 l$ 127 +1.5 
8 18 108 +18 
9 20 219 + 2 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
2 ~ lOl +23 1 101 +20 
i 1~A 11.5 + 6 1.52 +13 
$ 158 174 + 9 
....... is the median. 
The total change score :ror the five patients above the 
median was +3$.0 with a mean score of +6.6. The mean on the 
day on which speech therapy was started for the five patients 
above the median waa tile 15.6 day. The mean of the num1Jer of 
days of hospitalization for the five patients above the median 
was 141.2. 
The total change score for the five patients below the 
median was +78 with a mean score of +l$.6. The mean of the day 
on which speech· therapy was started for the :five patients below 
.... ,,. .~ 
' 
I 
I 
I 
i 
I 
talization tor the five patients below the median was 126.6. 
The patients above the median had a lower mean score on 
their total test change acoresJ started speech therapy approxi• 
mately three times earlier in their hospitalizationJ and re• 
mained in the hospital approximately one tenth longer than did 
the patients below the median. These findings would tend to 
indicate that the patients in the group that fell below the 
median had a greater potential tor speech rehabilitation and/or 
a leas severe cerebral vasc~ar accident than did the five pat• 
ients that made up the above median group. No definite con-
clusions can be drawn, however, concerning the relationship of 
hospitalization and when speech therapy was started because some 
of the patients in both groups remained in the hospital fol• 
lowing maximum hospital benefits for non-therapeutic reasons 
such as awaiting equipment, braces an~or post-hospital dis• 
charge placement. 
In this particular hospital, no patient remained as an 
inpatient when speech therapy is the only rehabilitation service 
needs d. 
At the tima of diacharge, three patients involved in 
this study were referred to the out-patient department for 
speech therapy at Hospital x. Patient number one received 
speech therapy on this basis for approximately four and one-
half weeks following discharge. The speech therapy was later 
discontinued becauae of a difficult travel situation. Patients 
number seven and eight were referred to the out-patient depart-
47 
ment ror speech therapy but they did not attend because they 
were unable to arrange tor transportation. Three patients were 
referred to a private speech therapist. Patients number two 
and six have been receiving formal speech therapy from a private 
speech therapist since their discharge. Patient number three, 
although referred, did not take advantage of the services of 
the private speech therapist. The other four patients were not 
referred for any type of speech therapy and the reasons for lack 
of referral is not known. 
Table XV shows the relationship between the number of 
weeks since each patient was diachargedJ the number of weeks 
since each patient has received speech therapy from a profes• 
sional speech therapist; and each patient's total change score. 
The total change score of improvement ror the group of ten pat• 
ients was +106.0. The total change score of regression was 
-2.0. The mean score for the ten patients was 10.4. The total 
change score for the five patients above the median was +52 with 
a ~an of 10.4. The total change score for the five patients 
below the median was +52 with the mean at +10.4. The time since 
discharge from Hospital X does not appear to have, any effect on 
patients' present speech status. However, both of the patients 
who were receiving speech therapy from a proressional speech 
therapist were above the total group mean score of 10.4. This 
would tend to indicate that continuing speech therapy following 
discharge would result in continuing improvement in speech 
r\ atatua. 
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TABLE XV 
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE HUMBER OF WEEKS SINCE DISCHARGE, 
THE Nlll'lBER OF WEEKS SINCE THE SPEECH THERAPY 
Patient 
1 
6 
7 
9 
8 
FROM A PROFESSIONAL SPEECH THERAPIST 
AND TlfF TOTA::. cnt..:..!(GE SCO HE 
~o. of Weeks 
Since 
Discb.arQ:e 
84 
83 
78 
70 
72 
No. of Weeks 
Since Speech 
Therapy from 
a Professional 
Sneech Ti>t.:.:'l1nist 
80 
0 
78 
70 
72. 
Total Change 
So ore 
- 1 +13 
+20 
+ 2 
+18 
·····-·············~··~········································ 5 
10 
2 
4 
3 
•••••• 
~A 56 
so 
45 
is the median • 
~A 
0 
55 
45 
+ 9 
+15 
+23 
- 1 
+ 6 
In Table XVI the type of speech therapy each patient 
has received since discharge from Hospital X and by whom the 
therapy was administered is presented. Six patients received 
both formal and informal speech therapy. One patient received 
informal speech therapy only, and three patients received no 
speech therapy at all. 
Table XVII presents the relationship between the formal 
and informal apeech therapy administered and the total change 
score. This table is so arranged as to show the total change 
scores in reverse numerical order, starting at +23 and ending 
with •1. 
J ~ )/ I 
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I 
TABLE XVI 
THE TYPE O.F SPEEOll 'l'HERAl'Y AND THE THERAPIST FOR TEN APJ:IASIC: PATIE:fl'l'S ' il FOLLOWING THEIR DISCHARGE PROM HOSPITAL X 
I I IN RELATION TO TBF: TOTAL GHAUGE SCORE I 
\ 
d BY'fot~~ I ' l Pat.t .... J F ..... &mntnt•tePed Bv I nt'ol'lllll1 A"'"''"" I 1. 
l Oecaaionally Wif'e Oocaeionally VUe 
- l Daily 
Three timea 
8DeecbJ1JI!S:'•t 
Occaa1on&lly 
+23 i 2 WeeklY dallY Motbe:r 
I 3 Hone llfn- + 6 
a. llfou_ Ron. .,.1_ 
·ocoaa•.....,•'lly 
:repeau·Wbat Daughte-r ! ~ 
bbeing 
!i ~- Da ·'-• :r Television + 9 a aid Speech ~plat Oonat&ntl7 II 
\I 
weekly· 
+13 I 6 One h1' dailY Father & SOli corrected Father & Son 
:: One-hau nour 
I 
7 Wire & Son I I dailY Son FrecuentlY +20 
,. 
I! 
[I 8 OccasionallY 5W(bpd h~ctu~•ntly_ a band +18 I it 9 Bone li Bone +2 I, 
!! 
10 None Wife +15 1' i F'reauentlv 
!I r 
,i 
il 
II 
!: 
" •I 
., !i 
'I 
'I --~ H 
TA~ XVII 
Pathnt 
lo\p~•eob Thel'ap7 
J.i'oi'l\!!&1 lntol';l:al 
._.,ote.l Cll&n~;e 
lileore 
11------------------------------------------------
2 
1 
10 
6 
+ 
+ 
+ 
• 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+.23 
+ZO 
+18 
+15 
+13 
························~·······~······························ $ 
.) 
9 
1 
4 
.. 
-+ 
.. 
+ 
• 
... 
+ 
• 
+ 9 
+ 6 
+ 2 
... l 
.. 1 
'l'!:lc total e tltlini;.e acore to:o tho thoe; patients alx'Jv~tt the 
m•dJan waa +B9 witl:l a mean of+17.5. 'l'be tot-.! aeol!'e for the 
:five pat1fllnta b.•lov tbe ~Wdie.n 1oiiUI +lS with a $li4Hitl aco:rot~ of 
).o. Conatdet•lng each plua a.a ten pe:r eent and •aoh t>;lrms •• 
aero J>fll" eflnt10 the 'Wt"l.ter tatale4 tho •lu• tor !'tn•·:·:al and in• 
fol"l'lfll ap<!!Hh thel"ap;y toe;ethtlr to '~tert<Jiwe what peroenta£,11! of 
ape&all tb•l"ap;y t.n"' patienta l:lad :oeoelvf<c. 'l'be peroeo t,e.gB of 
apeeoil t!W'M:<pf rec-eived by the fin pati<!inta a;.>Ove th~ :.:~E>dian 
Table XVIII compares the type of speech therapy each 
patient received 1n relation to each patient's total change 
score. However, this table is arranged to show two lines of 
division. All the patients above the :first division line 
( ••••• ) had received both fo~ual and informal speech therapy. 
All of the patients above the second division line (-----) had 
received formal and/or 3-nformal. speech. therapy. These data are 
presented in relation to the total change score. 
TABLE XVIII 
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE CHA.!'IGF SCOHE AND :I'HE 
TYFE 01<' SPEECH THERAPY ADNINISTERED 
SHOWING TWO DIVISION LINES 
Speech Therapy Total Change 
Patient Formal Informal Scores 
l + + • 1 
2 + + +23 
s + + + 9 
6 + + +13 
l + + +20 + + +18 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
10 
-
+ +15 
---------------------------------------------------------------
-i! -9 
-
+ • speech therapy 
- ~ no speech therapy 
• 
-
-
+ 6 
- 1 
- 1 
The mean score for the six patients receiving both for· 
mal and informal speech therapy was 13.6. The mean score for 
I 
I' 
. - --- -- - -- . 
the aeven patients who reeeived formal an~or informal speech 
tberap7 waa l).6. !t'he mean score for the three patients Who 
i had received no speech therap7 ainoe diaeharge was +2. 
li 
'· 
The hypothesis of th1a field study waa that the aphaaie ' 
,'patient 'a present speech status waa eontingent 1lpOJl continued 
' 
post•hoapital apeecb. therap7, either fOl"lllal or intol'lllal, and 
that w1 thout this t-ype of reoop.ition and treatment of the po'b-, 
. . ' ' ' . "' ' . . ' 
. 1.-, the patient woul4 have improved little, 11" any, and !11&7 
even have regreaae4. The aaaoci&tian between the patimtt a 
total change aoere and wtathv or ;not he ha4 received apeeeh 
tharap7 aiuce leaving the boapital waa 1n accord with the 
bDOthesis. That 18, all ot the patients who b.ad a high total 
· ob.ange aoore had received speech therapy since discharge, wh11e .· 
• three ot the five pat ienta Who h&4 a low total change acol"e had . 
, not received speech therapy ainoe discharge. However, the 
association waa not strong enough to be atatiat1oally signiti• 
cant. Fiaher•a Exact Teat3 ahowe4 that the probab111t7 that 
.. the association was aco14ental waa .167, and thua the null 
. hJPotheaia that the aaaooiation wu due to chance cannot be 
rejeote4. 
Data concerned with the third clivttton of the p:,.bl• 
wU.l present the effect of ph7aioal, att1tu4pml, and aooio• 
eoonomio factors on the patients' apeeeh statue in relation to 
their total change acorea. 
3sidne7 Siegel, 
BtMJi.tnl ltiepf!! (Hew 
Phz!Jt4 bttor• 
The phydeal .t'actora conaidel"ed uea the aigni.t'ieant OJ' 
·• related illnesa pri.or to aphaaiaJ the cause o.t' the aphasia an4 
U it waa accompanied by hamiplegiaa an;y coexisting di.agnoaea 
the patients have presentedJ the phyaioal condition of the pa• 
tienta .at the time of diaehargeJ &n1 aerious illness the p&• 
tients ma:y have had since becoming apb.aaie J &n1 medical pl"'bl_. 
other than hemiplegia which may be a physical limiting .t'aotor 
1n the patients t pl"'gl'eaa. 
Table XIX pre .. nta a eampoaite picture of the patient.' 
paat and present med1eal ata1Na. 
Six o.t' the patienta were aphuic as the reaul t ot 
·. cereb:ral thl"omboaia and foUl' ot the patienta were aphaaio as 
the reault ot cel"'bre.l embel1. All of the patients bad a ,... .. 
aultant hemiplegia. Patienta numbera two and ten had a qu.•-
. tiouable hiatorr ot cerebral vascular aacident, which presented 
itaelt as a loae or power ill an ut:remity wbicb rapidly retu.m-4 
., 
within twenty-tour hours. Theae two patients now are aphaaio 
aa the rea·ult of a cerebral thromboaia. 
Qt the alx patient. who had tel"'bral thl"'mboaia, three 
bad a history ot hypertenaion and tbree a history ot d1abetea 
mellitus with a reaultant arter1oaolerot1o diabetic retinopathy. 
·. Patienta number one, three, and eight had a hiator:r o:t di.abetee 
.·mellitus With diabetic retinopathy. :Patlente numbeP one- tour 
5S 
and ten had a history or hypertension. Patient number eight 
had undergone a vein ligation and stripping prior to her cere-
bral vascular accident. 
The four patients who were aphaaio as the result or 
cerebral embolism all had mitral valve disease. Two of these 
patients had undergon~ surgery for mitral stenosis. Patient 
number six, a forty-nine year old female, had a Dlitral valvul.o• 
plasty two years prior to her eerebi'al vascular accident. l'a• 
tient number two, a forty-.five year old feme.le, had had sur~y 
.two months post-cerebral vascular accident. These two teme.le. 
patients were the youngest patients 1n this study. Patients 
number five and seven have active rheumatic disease with mitr£1. 
stenoais. Patien·!; nmuber ten had a coronary thrombosis prior 
to his cerebral vascular accident and had another stnce becoming! 
,, 
aphasic • Patient number f'ive had arterial sclerotic retino• 
path7. 
Two of the patients had a coexisting diagnosis which in 
no way was a cardiovascular disease. Patient number two had a 
subluxation of the shoulder aa the result or turning and posi• 
tioning. Patient number nine had acne roseosa which was unre-
lated to her cerebral vascular accident. 
Table XX shows the relationship of the patient's age 
and the diagnosis of cerebral embolism and cerebral thrombosis 
to the total change score. 
Assuming that diabetea mellitus had resulted in predis• 
f"l ''posing arter1oseleroais, patients having a coexisting diagnosis 
----~-,=-:~=-=::=-===-~=::--:: 
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of diabetes mellitus oOillbined with patients having cardiae 
li 
involvement would tndicate a positive correlation of 0.9 between I 
predisposing cardiovascular disease and resultant cerebral vas• 
eular accident. 
TABLE XX 
RELATIONSHIP OF AGE AND DIAGNOSIS OF APHASIA 
TO THE TOJ.'AL CEAI<GE SCOHES 
Total Change 
Patient Age Cause of Aphasia Scores 
2 45 Cerebral E.~bolism +23 
6 49 Cerebral Embolism +13 
5 50 Cerebral Embolism + 9 
7 51 Cerebral Embolism +20 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
9 56 Cerebral Thrombosis + 2 
10 59 Cerebral Thrombosis +15 § 62 Cerebral Thrombosis + 6 68 Cerebral Thrombosis +18 
1 70 Cerebral Thrombosis 
- l 
4 74 Cerebral Thrombosis - l 
I From these data the writer believes that there is a re• 
llationship between: 
1. Age and the type of cerebral vascular accident a 
patient suffers, younger patients tend to develop their aphasia 
as a resalt of cerebral eiubol1sm and older patients as a result 
of cerebral thrombosis. 
2. Rheumatic heart disease and cerebral e nbolism, with 
rheumatic heart disease predisposing a patient to cerebral 
embolism. 
' II 
.I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
L 
'I 
II 
I 
II 
II 
II 
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3. Diabetes mellitus and coronary thrombosis indicating· 
that diabetic patients a.re prone to axoteriosalerods. 
4.. Hypertension and col"onary th.."'!!lbos!s, the hype:l"ten-
eive patient having arterial wall damage. 
All or the patients involved in this study were dis-
oharged from Hospital X as physically 8 improved". At the ttme 
or the interview, all or the patients denied having physical 
health problems other than their !"88idual hemiplegia that they 
felt attocted their speech status. 
Attitudinal J.i'aetol'! 
The attitudinal taetora ar. discussed in relation to tho 
dogeo that any o£ the ten nonlangu&ge problems are pl'eaented by 
the patients. Theae are disouaaed in relation to the patients• 
age, au, and total change scow. 
The nonlanguage problC!IU uaed in this study are those 
as dettned by Burna: 
1. ;J:rritabilitzr Moment&Z'J' impatience or exasper>ation. 
I;'at~el A behavior characteristic for a situation 
o'1! a zoeaa. 'fb.e impal.naent 1n capacity to cope 'llith 
man7 noruaal taaka. 
llupb.ori!a A senae ot well•being, and a lack of con-
cern or anxiety regarding self or anything elae. 
J.i'ee 
Redf!ed Abifitz~ Ad~at {o New SitqAtis:g; A laok 
ot t exib!i ty to~e ac~ of compre ena1on. 
6. Red.uoed In1t1at1Tt and D1!1ntet>est in F.nv1r9J!1¥st: 
.58 
~~e ,.!::~:~ :~;!~c!~t~~!t~~ ~~=s~~;di!t:a:~~~:ng II 
ronment as the entire world. I 
The abnormal reaction to stim- I 
is unthought-out and emotional 
7• Iy:ulsive Behaviors 
u ating efforts that 
behavior. I 
e. Anxiety and Tenaionl An uneasiness of mind because I 
of anticipated or impending events. 
9. Frustration& Immediate reaction to stimuli to which! 
one cannot react satisfactorily. 1 
10. Desire i'or S~atial Ordera ft. tendency to persist in l!ll 
a set attltu e of behavior.~ 
Table XXI presents a composite picture of ten nonlanguagj 
problems which were exhibited by the ten patients in this study. 
The nonlanguage problema were included in this study because Jl 
the writer felt that if these problems were present they might ! 
! 
ati'ect the patient's speech rehabilitation progress. All of the 
patients in this study presented some of the nonlanguage pro-
blems. The total number of nonlanguage problems presented was 
thirty-six, the mean number of problems being 3.6. 
Table XXII shows the number of nonlanguage problema 
presented by patients in relation to the age of the patients. 
The five patients above the median range in age from 
forty-five to fifty-six with a mean age of $1•0 years. The 
total number of nonlanguage problema for this group was twelve 
with a mean of 2.4 problems. The ages of the five patients be-
low the median ranged in age from $9.0 to 74.0 with a mean age 
4Althea Burns, "A Study of the Nonlanguage Problema of 
the Patient with Aphasia" (unpublished Master's thesis, Boston 
University School of Nursing, 19$7), pp. 20-23. 
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or 66.6 y8ars. This group presented twenty-four nonlanguage 
problems with a 4.8 ms~ number. In this sample of patients 
at leaat, the patients over fifty-six years of age presented 
twice as manynonlanguage problems as did the younger patient 
group. 
TABLE XXII 
THE TOTAL NUMbFE OF NONI..\NGUAGE PtiOcLo'l•;s PRESENTED 
IN RELATION TO 'l'RE AGE OF THE TEN PATI"NTS 
Total Monlanguage 
Patient Age Problems 
2 45 1 
6 49 4 5 50 5 
7 51 1 
9 56 1 
................................................................ 
lQ 
·"' Ji 8 
1 
4 
59 
62 
68 
70 
74 
7 
5 
1 
~ 
I 
II 
!' 
:I 
i 
I 
I' ,J 
li 
i 
II I, 
---------11 
Table XXIII indicates .the nonlanguage problems each of II 
the patients presented in relati- to their sex. 
the 
ber 
The total number of nonlanguage problems presented by 
five male patients was twenty•four with 4.8 as the mean num-11 
of problems. The total number of nonlanguage problems pre• 1 
sented by the 1'ive female patients waa twel•e with 2.4 as the 
mean number of problems. The male pat1e.nts presented twice e.s 
many nonlanguags problems as did the female patients. 
Patient 
l 
~ 
7 
10 
61 
TABLE XXIII 
THE TOTAL NUMBER OF NONLANGUAGE 
PROBLE!1S IN RELATION TO SEX 
Total Nonlanguage 
Sex Problema 
Male $ 
Male 6 
Male $ 
Male l 
Male 7 
!I li ,, 
II 
II 
I! 
'I II 
I ,, 
II 
ii 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ll 
II 2 Female 1 3 Female $ 
6 Female 4 
8 Female 1 
9 Female 1 
••••• is the median • 
In Table XXIV the total change score is recorded fur pat• 
ients and is compared in relation to the total number of non-
language problems exhibited by the patients interviewed. 
The total number of nonlanguage problerr~ for the five 
patients above the median was six with 1.2 as the mean. The 
!total change score for the same five patients was +76 with the 
mean score being +1$.2. The total number of nonl~1guage pro• 
blema presented by the five patients below the median was twenty 
eight with the mean at 5.6. The total change score for the five 
'I 
[1 
I 
patients below the median was twenty•eight with the mean score 11 
at $.6. The score for the five patients presenting five or more 
nonlanguage problems waa approximately two times lower than the 
score for the five patients presenting four or less nonlanguage 
i 
,I 
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·problema. These comparisons indicate that the presence of 
nonlanguage problems greatly effects the aphasic patient's 
ability to communicate. 
TABLE XXIV 
TOTAL CHANGE SCORES IN HELA.TION 
TO 'l'HE NONLAl.rlUAGE PROBLLMS 
Nonlanguage Total Change 
Patient Problema Scores 
2 1 +23 
7 1 +20 
8 1 +18 
9 1 + 2 
6 4- +13 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
1 
g 
4. 
10 
•••••• is the median. 
5 
i 
7 
Observed Environmental Behavior 
- 1 
+ 6 
+ 9 
• 1 
+15 
The attitude of the family toward the patient as ob• 
served by the writer and the patient's behavior 1n the envi• 
ronment will be discussed in this section. Data relative to 
the patients estimate of nurses' and doctors' attitude toward 
the problema of the aphasic patient is also discussed. 
In ~'able XXV the environmental climate 1n which the 
patient is now living and his reciprocal behavior in the 
... ·~·. sl.tu~I!-:\;J<m J,@ PI'eS!ntedL :ttiltin~ 1;tl,~t the patient is accepted 
1
, 
.. -;i 
" 
' 
,, 
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:: 
·at his level, the writer means that there is no obvious 
pressure placed upon the patient ror his inability to function; 
:at his pre-morbid level. These are based upon the writer's 
observations at the time of the interview. 
Patient 
l 
2 
3 
~ 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10. 
TABLE XXV 
RELA'l'IONSlliP BFTWEEN THE OBSERVI•:D ENVIRONM'N'l'AL 
ATTITUDE TOWARD THE PATIEiiT AND THE PATIENT'S 
BEBAVIOH IN TiiE ENVIRONl'!ENT 
Observed F.nvironmental 
Attitude Toward 
the Patient 
Overprotective 
Patient Accepted at 
Ria Level 
Unconcerned and 
Disinterested 
Overprotective 
Patient Accepted at 
His Level 
Overprotective 
Patient Accepted at 
Ria Level 
Overprotective 
Unconcerned and 
Disinterested 
Overprotective 
Patient 1 s Behavior : 
in the Environment · 
Withdrawn 
Harmonious 
Withdrawn 
Domineering 
Harmonious 
Domineering 
Harmonious 
Domineering 
Harmonious 
Withdrawn 
Five patients lived in an environment in which they 
appeared to be overprotected. In this type of setting, three 
patients were domineering, one patient was withdrawn, and 
one patient appeared to be living hanuoniously with the other 
people in the settir.g. In the ~hree situations in which the 
patient appeared to be accepted at his own level, all were 
"' "living bUmonioualy with the othel' people in thia environment~ 
Two patients who were livins in an envirolllllellt in which the 
attitude displayed toward them appeared to be unconcerned and 
dis~terested., the patients had withdrawn. Four patients 
appeared to be dominating the situation, and three patients 
appeared to have withdrawn. The writer questions Which was 
the effect and which wae the cauee • • the attitude of others 
toward the patient or the patient's behavior in the envir• 
onment. 
Data relative to attaining information regarding the 
patient's opinion ot the awareness of doctors and nursee 
toward the aphasic patient's problema \lt1!e obtained by definite 
questions in the interview guide• These data are presented 
(', in categories in Table XXVI. 
" 
None of the patients had been given an estimate by a 
doctor ot the amount of recovery from aphasia they might 
expect. Onlr two patients had apeeoh therapJ prior to ad-
mission to Hospital x. The type of speech therapJ admin-
istered to these two patients was formal and given by a 
professional speeoh therapist during theil' til'st hospital• 
isatione 
Althoush two patients were referred and visited by 
the public health nurse in theil' homes pl'ior to their ad-
minion to Hospital x. no speech tberapJ was initiated or 
mentioned by these nurses aocordiag to the patients inter-
66 
" :viwed. Ji1ne or the ten patients had been admitted to another 
,hoapJ.tal during the acute pbase or thea oerebl"al vaaoulu aooi• 
, llent. Onl7 au patients thouabt that the nurses during theiJo 
. 1'i!'at boap1taUaat1on bad an un~rstanding of thea speeob pl"Ob• 
,lem. ODe patient bad not bad a previous bospit&liaauon • 
. 0Dl.7 seven patients tbouaht that the nurses at J!ospital 
X were undel'atandlng o1' thea speech problema. Pour patients 
thought the llUl"aes had ma4e a ~tinite a-ttempt to help ttua 
eommunioate. Three patients sa14 that the nurses had thea re• 
peat woJ'4s and one patient sa.14 tbat the nurses talked with him 
1'requentl7• 
None of the patients or their families bad received aa 
explanation or aphasia !1'0111. the ll1ll"aes and according to the in• 
formation received at the 1ntel"Yiew, none or the nureea attempt-
ed to teach the patient•• tam1l7 how to help the patient with 
his apeeoh problem. 
A review ot nurses' notes wu not ill.Uli!S»ating. O:nl7 
one note mentioned that the patient bad shown some !mpzoovement 
in hia speech. Moat ot the ll'Uning notes wre either adm1aa1o:n 
o:r diaoha:rge notea 1n which tbe aphaaia was not mentioned. Po:r 
two patients there were no nurs1ag notes. Po:r two other patient, 
thel"e were nursing notea but aphasia wu .not mentioned. 'ho 
patients' reoordl had nursing notes 1n which aphasia was men• 
. tioned twiee. 
In an attempt to det~e the patient's attitude 
,, 
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towa1•d Hospital X !llld the patient's f'eelings or solutions to 
the problem of' aphasia the writer asked two a~'dltional 
questions durinG the interview. Question one was "Can you 
.think of any way in which Hospital X can improve their speech 
therapy depart,nent?" Eight patients s:nd/or their families 
replied that they were entirely satisfied with the treatment. 
~he wife of one patient said that she could have benefited 
trom a more detailed explanation of' aphasia. The husband of 
one patient stated that his wife should have remained in the 
hospital for more speech therapy. 
Question two was "Can you think of' anything at all 
that would be helpful for us to know to tell ol' do for another 
aphasic patient?" Four patients thought that "patience" 
should be stressed, both on the part of tr~ family and the 
patient. Two patients stressed the importance of keeping the 
aphasic patient occupied by the employment of hobbies such as 
music, radio, television, visitors, etc. The followine 
auggestions were each mentioned oncea kincness to the patient; 
perseverence by the patient and his fandly; the patient must 
·be urged to be cooperative; the patient must have courage; and 
one patient felt that tile family should make every effort to 
:ruotivate the patient. Two patients had no suggestions. The 
patient interviewed at tae Chronic Disease Hospital was un-
able to comman1eate her answer. 
::; ,. 
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Socio•eoonomic Factors 
The last portion of the data relative to the third 
·division o:!.' the problem will now be presented and discussed. 
This has to do with socio-economic factors that might effect 
the post-hospital speech status. 
Socialization Habits 
The effect of aphasia on the socialization habits of 
the ten patients in relation to their total chan!"'!> score is 
presented :t'irst. The factors considered are: the patients' 
attitude post•mox•bidly toward visitors; the patients' attitude 
toward activities or memberships in clubs and/or loC'ges pre-
and post-mo1•bi6.ly; and hobbies the patients ene;aged in pre• 
and post-morbidly. 
In Table XXVII the writer presents the effect of apha-
sia on the socialization habits of the ten aphasic patients. 
All the patients had enjoyed visitors before their 
illness. Only one patient mentioned a post-illness change in 
his attitude toward visitors. He still enjoys visitors but 
he enjoys visitin~ for shorter periods of time than before 
his illness. Four patients stated they now have visitors fre-
quently, three patients have visitors only oece.ssionally, two 
patients seldom have visitors, and one patient stated she 
never has visitors. 
Two of the ten patients had never belonged to social 
~ organizations. Two patients belonged to social organizations 
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prior to ~llness, in membel'ship only, but had never attended 
meetings. Five patients who had belonged to socuu organiza-
·• tiona and attended the meetings prior to their disability, 
.have not attended meetings since their illness. One patient 
who attended mEOetings of social organizations prior to his 
· illneas still occassionally attenrls the same meetinE:s. A 
total of six patients were active in social organizations, 1iV!e 
always and one occasaionally. Of the six patients active in 
social organizations, only one patient's membership was not 
effected by his disability. Five patient's attendance at 
. meetinss of social groups had been radically altered because 
of their disability, 
Table XXVIII presents the relationship of the patient roa 
total change score to the hobbies they had engaged in pre- and 
post-morbidly. 
All of the patients above the median enjoyed hobbies 
prior to thBir illness. Four of the patients still expressed 
interest in a hobby although three of these four patients have j: 
found it n.5cessary to change the type of hobby because of 
. their disabilit;{. Four of the patients below the median had 
a hobby pr•ior to their illness but since becoming aphasic none. 
of these patients expressed interest in a hobby. 
The writer cannot d:ra.w any conclusions as to why most 
of the patients with a high improvement score continue to 
enjoy some type of hobby following their cerebral vaecu.lnr 
"·· 
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accident. She wonders, however, if the patient with a 
greater potential for speech rehabilitation also has a greater 
desir·e to return to his pre-n:.or.,id life pattern. ~'he writer 
is awa.:r·e that some ut' t.he patients may have discontinued t\;eir 
hoi:.L>ies cecause of their physical handicap of hemiplegia but 
she wonders if ·aphasic patients have a degree of mental deter-
ioration which prevents them for desiring to pursue new 
avenues of interest. Three of the four patients spent less 
time with their hobbien nQW than they did prior to their cere•, 
bral vascular accident and the writer wonders if this might 
be due to a decrease in their attentio.1 span. 
Patient 
2 
~ 
10 
6 
',l.'ABLE XXVlri 
R'i:LATION OF HOBBIES TO 'l'O'i'AL CHAiiGE SGOR?S 
Total Change 
Score a 
+23 
+20 
+18 
+15 
+13 
H o b b 1 e s 
Pre-illness Post-illness 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
-
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
Hobby 
Ohane;e 
-
+ 
+ 
+ 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• tJ •••••• 
5 + i • .. .. 
.3 + + 
- -9 + 2. + .. 
l .. 1 + 
-
.. 
4 - l + - .. 
+ is yes., 
.. - is no • 
••••• is the median. 
~- ::---- ~-- .. - -- --~ -·-~·-·-~ ~ 
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Economic Factors 
The economic factors are presented ana discussed in 
r·elation to the patient's education or training and the em-
plo~nent of the patients and their spouse. These factors are 
are discussed both pre•Jnorbidly and post-morbidly in relation 
to any change in status as the result of the problem of' 
aphasia. 
Table XXIX is a composite picture of the educational, 
.. financial and work status of the ten aphasic patients. Two 
t: 
of the t.en patients were retired prior to their cerebral vas• 
cular accident. or the eight patients who were working at the 
time of ttteir cerebral vascular accident, only one has been 
able to return to his previous job and this has been on a 
. part-time basis of three days per week. The other seven pat• 
.. ients do not believe that they Will be able to resume their 
pre-morl:id employment. Only one of these seven believed he 
might be able to work in any type of euployment situation. 
The patient who is employed is working at heavy phys-
ical labor operating a web press for a large local newspaper. 
This requires that the patient travel by public transportation, 
make three cha.nt.;es enroute, and climb several flir-.hts of 
stairs. Patients number two, three, six, and eight are doing 
some light daily housework such as bedmaking, washing and 
drying dishes, dusting, etc. 
The amount of education prior to illness seemed to 
al.ti&l.t I 114tta!J 
~a a J~ 'V I 
a! .II oil ~ ..u· .$1 .II ~ 
• 
. IJ .II ~ : ~ .. IW II ~ 
• 
••••:.!:n:u I' 
•:r-:_•_ ·•p u ..... 
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have no bearing on the patient's present and/or possible 
:rutux•e employability. The greatest factor preventins e:'!ploy-
• !'llent from the patient's viewpoint was the residual hemiplegia. 
However, the \-Jriter felt that in some cases, both the language 
a.~d nonlW1£Ua~:,e aspects of the aphasia was much rr,ore of a 
handicap than ·the hemiple.gia. 
Two patients had received additional education or 
training that was not job centered but which served as a 
source of personal satisfaction. Patient number ten'e add• 
itional education was in acting and foreicn languages. He 
had not been able to enjoy this avocation since becoming 
aphasic. Patient nuznber elsht 1 s educational interest had 
been in music and public speaking. Obviously this patient 
has not been able to engage 1n public speaking but she still 
derives a bi'Elat deal of pleasure from music, both a11 a lis• 
tener and as a participant. 
Table XXX... presents the effect of aphasia on the ern-
, ployrnent status of the spouses of the ten patients. 
'l'wo of· the patients were widows and one patient was 
divorced. The spouses of five of the patients had not cl:langed 
their ec:1plQ;;"ment status since the patient htHl become aphasic. 
·The wife of one of the patients who was employed prior to the 
patient's illness stopped work because of the patient 1 a ill• 
ness. The wife or another patient who had been er;1ployed part• • 
tirne prior to the patient 1 a illness is now working i'ull•tirt'e • 
Patient. 
1 
2 
i 
i 
9 
10 
7S 
TABL'I XXX 
!BE Ei'F.Ill0'1' OJ' APBASIA ON TBE EMPLO'!MEJIT 
OP PA.'l'IEftS t SPOVSES 
Spouae Spouaelll' Emplo,_mt 
h>ior to A.pbuia Following Apbaaia 
Wite Yea No 
Huabawl Yea Yea {Widowe4) 
Wite lfo No 
(Vi dolled) 
Hua'banct Yea Yea 
Wito Yea Yea 
Huabanct Retil'ed Retired (Divorced) 
Wite Yes Yea 
.Uthough 110 .onolusio:o.a oan be drawn t:rom these data, 
the vitel' wondel"$ 1t the 1'am111 .. were 1'1nanc1ally aeou:re 1t 
the wo:rking apcniae WOUld Htil'e 1'l'olll emploJ1Uent 111 ol'del" to re-
311&111 at home with the aphaaio patient. I1' this were possible, 
the next qu .. tion the Wl'iteJI' would J'&iae ia wbethel" or DOt thia 
t;ype o1' elose peraoDal :relat1ouh1p vithlD the environment at 
all tlmea would e1'1'ect the patient's apeooh status positively. 
Eight ot the patients ~or theil' 1'amiliea stated they 
bad t'iD&DCial pl"'blelllll . imr.lediately 1'ollow1Dg the patient' a cePe• 
''b:ral vaaoular accident. SiDoe that time, hoveve:r, the problema 
had been adequately aolvect. Altbough, 1n moat aituat1ona thel"e 
vaa not an abundant income, it wu not neoeuary £or the patient• 
to radically change theil' way o1' living except 1'or one patient 
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wbo had no close tamil7• Thia bad necessitated continual 
boap1\al1zation 1n a state chronic disease hospital. 
OBAf'!ER V 
SUMMA.RY, CONOLUSIOIIS Am> RECOJoi'!ENDATIOJiiS 
s=ea 
This was a follow-up study ot ten aphasic patients 
discharged rrom a rehabilitation hospital. The aims of the 
stud7 were to determtnex 
1. The speech atatua ot tbe patients approximatel7 one 
· year following discharge t'rom the hospital. 
2. The pre- and post-therapy apeeoh status ot the 
aphasic patients. 
). The speech therap7, it any, that had been carried 
out following discharge trom the speech therapy department. 
4. The physical, attitudinal, and socio-economic 
factors which might effect the post•therapy speech status. 
5. The poaaible nonlanguago problems which might ettect 
. the patients speech statue. 
To prove her hJPothea1a the writer collected data trom 
three sources: 
1. Patients• hospital recol"da. 
2. Patients• first an4 second V. A. Aphasia Recovery 
·Project Teat. 
3. Interviewing patients. 
"' ' ' 
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Tbe witer 'ia hopeful that thia study will demoutrate 
. the need i:or ,continued and expanded researoh in the field o1' 
aphasia, and greater understanding o1' the nurse's role in 
· meeting the needs of the aphaaic patient. 
The conclusions in thia atud7 are ba .. d. only on tbe 
rtndinga of ten aphaaic patienta and generalizations eannot 
be made. The witer ia aware that 11' a aim.Uar study weJ-e con- •• 
dueted on a larger seale generalisations stUl might not be 
poaaible because of the oomplexitT of aphasia. 
The conoluaiona d1"awn tJoom tb.e data preaented on th41 
ten aphaaic patients in thia •tu47 were aa 1'ollowsa 
1. '!'he mean age ot t.-le patients &uttering tl'Olll 
ceJ-ebral vaseullll' acoidenta ia appl"OX1mately tive years yow:~ge1" . 
than the mean age ot male patienta. 
2• OnlT two patienta in this study had Hgressed and. 
·.both ot these patients had a di&poeia ot global aphaaia, both 
were male patients, and they were the two oldest patients in 
i: this stuclr. 
3. 'l'he female patients had a greater improved post• 
, boapital. speech status than did the male patienta. 
4• Although younger patlenta, on the Whole, achieved a 
· greater degree of speech rehabilitation, it is poaaible tor 
older patients to gain considerable improvement. 
$. All patients showed i.JQirovement in 801!le ot the 
___ ·' epea·e of tbe y. a, Aphee1e BMO'UP¥ pro~ect~e·t •. _..~-=-·· ,------o..-=-::==--. .-~=:::--=---== 
6. TheN was a SJ"U.t• impl'O"f'e.-t 1n tlpMOb statu ot 
patients ildm1 tted euol7 to a I"MD1llta1on hospital than when 
. ture was a t1m.e lapse be.ton aa:luion. 
1. 'l'b.e apeeoh statue a._.d to be effected little, U 
&nJ'• bJ the hospital d&J" on which speech thctl"&pJ wu initiated 
and bJ the number of weeka ~ hospitalization that the pa-
tient received fomal speech theftPJ• 
a. '.t'he patieni;a who l"eoeived poat~hoap1tal fO!'III&l an4/ 
or informal speech therapy from their families and/or speech 
therapists showed the greatest ~t of improvement. 
9. Jronlmguage probleJaa pl'esented by al.l of the pa• 
tients greatly etfec'toed the patients• speech status. 'I'b.e great-: 
• number of nonlanguage probleu Vctl"e pre .. nted by the older 
aged patients and b7 male patieu.ta. 
10. 'l'he attitude of t«m111ea towU"d the aphasic patient 
and the de3J'" of unQ!ostanding of the problema or apbaa:l.a 
appear to. effect the patient's poat•hoapital speech statu.. 
u. 'l'hU'e is little evtct.noe to indicate that nurses 
have an ade~te understandina or the problema or the apbaa1o 
patients, nor do the7 asaume mDOh re-,ponsibilit7 for either 
formal rmd/o• 1ntormal speech theap7. 
l.i. A cerebl"al vasoul&31' aceident resulting in aphasia 
radically ettects a patient's habits of socialization. 
13. A cerebral Y&Seular acoident resulting 1n aphasia 
rad1cal17 o:rt,ctll a pationil's eooa•to status beoauao moat o~ 
f" tb.e pat1oata are unable to reawae theh- pre-morbid em,plo'JIMDt 
==·--··=== 
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~ or auUJM an1 other type or -.pltJ~HDt regapdl.ees or tbeb 
eduoation or training. P•111e• or patients, however, resolve 
this pi'Oblem so that their pre-morbid way or lire does not have 
to be dramatically changed. 
~. Although the hJPOtbeais cannot be proved statiati• 
oally, it would appear that the aphasic patient's post-hospital 
speech status is contingent upon continued formal and/or intor• 
mal apeeoh therapy .following 41sobal'ge. 
Aa the result ot this atud7 the writer makes the 
.following reoOIIllllendationa, thata 
1. Through curriculum development and start education 
programs nurses be prepared to better understand and to assume 
more responaibilitT in helping the aphasic patients and their 
.t'am1lies. 
2. Ph7aicians be encouraged to refer all patients with 
aphasia tor speech therapy earl1 in the onset ot their illness. 
3. During hoapitalizatiaa the tamilT ot the aphasic 
patient be assisted 1n underatandiag aphasia, the reaponaibili• 
ties the7 need to assume 1n speech therapJ, and how they may 
cope with nonlanguage problema preaented by aphasic patients. 
4. An investigation be made as to ways of encouraging 
the socialization activities ot aphasic patients. 
!); An investigation be made as to the amount ot intor-
:mal speeeb therapy given patients d•tr1ng their b.oap1ta11satioa 
"' . b7 all pe••ae1, nob u pb7doa1 therapiata • occupational 
tba-apUta • and nuraiq peraolaafl. 
6. Aa inTeaillaa•!w " ...... to the relatione hip or 
41agnoa1a to the ttpe and aeTel"$tf or apbaaia. 
7. A dmilu atudy be ooDctucted with a la:rger auple 
or aphado pat1enta. 
··~ - -·-··: ·--- .-; ··_:-- -
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APPENDIX A 
March 30, 1960 
Ovr speech therapy section is conducting a follow-up 
project on the patients who have received therapy here and 
have been discharged. We £eel that by a study of this kind 
we may be better able to improve our methods of therapy. 
We would very much like to have you participate 1n this· 
study. We feel that by you~ experience as an aphasic 
patient you are better able to tell us something that may be 
helpful to another aphasic:·patient. 
We wo•ud like to make an appointm~nt with you at your 
home at your convenienc&. lt at all possible, at the same 
time we would like to speak to a member of your family or a 
close relative or friend who would be aware of your progress• 
I have enclosed a post card that I hope you will fill 
1n and retu~n to me as soon as possible. If you will be 
kind enough to cooperate with us in this study, Miss Hyde 
will call you to make an appointment for your interview. 
She will also be willing to answe1• any questions you have 
about the study at this time. 
Kiss Meinhart, a registered nurse who is working on 
this project with us, will come to your home to L~terview 
you. 
We are very hopeful that you will participate in this 
study. 
Sincerely yours, 
Wesley G. Woll, Jr., M.D. 
WGW:NTM 
APPEJIDIX B 
·- ·- · 
Repetj tion of Herds 
Pi~ ~.ure nam~ng 
II 
Hema;rks: 
A. Picture GompletLo11. ~chsler Adult ~~~n£~ ScaJ.c 
\·!'~ngh ted Score : 
B. Dr<•1v a. Parson ( CoJ:T!Iilents) • 
Re.n Score : 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
C. Si;ick T€-st. ti!xpc-se design for 5 secon:is) 
Sc:ore Memory: 
Cornr11cnts: 
-2-
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
Coro-: 
.•.1 
l.~ 
13 
14 
15 
STICK T ~:Sl' 
Model 
1 
.--
¥ 
I / , 
C9.P.I Hed 1 M c 
8 
e e::morv onv 
'v 
l 
I 
', 
2 z 9 
t 
3 I 10 -t> 
·-
L. < 11 ~ 
1--· --- -
~ 12 > 
- -
6 ~ 13 ~ 
t----
/'( I 7 D l4 
L----
-· 
L---
A. Y._isua_l Ji.scr:i !"+nation (fictu~ 2£. ~iects ). Thin is a. !I-qeJ.i. ..n.5.nary test 
which is not part of ·l;,h~1"'"'13attery of !IDguage tests. Its purpose is to 
evaluate the pat.ient. 1s ability to recognize identical object,s, son:o of wh).ch 
are presented in a different position. Use Cards 10 and 11, 12 and 13. 
Explain carefully, particularly second grO\t~. 
(1) Point to objects on Card 10, one at a , .ime. Ask pa.tien'V to pom-c to 
the same object on Card 11. Present in the follolo."ing order: 
Duck 
Safety Pin 
Lamp 
Spoon 
Fork 
( 2 ) Point to ob.jects on Card J2, one <.t a tiJoo. Asli J)'ltient to point Joo 
the same object on Card 13. Pres•!nt in the following o:l"der: 
Pail 
Umbrella 
Butterfly 
Envelope 
Comn.ents: 
-4-
• 
B. b .. ct.ura .l.d..:mti:ficar:ion, Lmed . Jse Car-ds ]. i:Jo ) o:< ,;. •iO ~·. ~r1.y 'GLS ~Ne o:f 
eacTl objee·t in the order listed below.. Hepeat c1ce.. Off er c::.ssista.nce after 
10 seconds but do not give credit. Interrupt ti11ing during this ass:..stance. 
1'ime i.s no'G a factor in scoring after 3 errors~ 
(1) Chair (Card 1) (9) Leaf (Card 4) 
(2) Candle ( Cabd 2) (10) Dice (Card 5) 
(3) Cigarette (Card 3) (ll) Lamp (Card 1) 
(4) Plow (Card 4) (12) Fork (Card 2) 
(5) Pail (Card S) (13) Feather (Card 3) 
(6) Cup (Card 1) (14) Butterfl.v- (Card h.) 
(7) Pencil (Card 2) (15) Cac{jus (Card 5) 
(8) Umbrella (Card 3) 
Alternate test: 
(1) Shoe (Card A) (9) Piana (Card D) 
(2) Pipe (Card B) (10) Sled (Card E) 
(3 ) Comb (Card C) (11) Key (Carel A) 
(4) Arrow (Card D) (12) Spoon ( Cm"'d B) 
(5) Pineapple (Card E) (13) Pig (Card C) 
(6) Table (Card A) (14) Squirrel (Card D) 
(7) Glove (Card B) (15) w'heelbarrow (Card E) 
(8) Sock (Card C) 
E:rror.s: Rating: 
-5· ... 
C omn.L.~.ance -..n.v'tl r:mw.ancts ~ Place the follo'i'ti.r~g obJect ~ J.n fr-:mt of pat.ient in 
therorder~~·;dici'itE~G·ive Each of t he eight cor:ma.rris 2n entirety .. G~ve cze~.it, 
for each el,:,m.ent. of "i:.he con.mand as ir.dicated by ( 1)... Repe t i tion of t~ fi ·rst. 
).tern onl y i3 pern.L t tee! . 
Long pencil Nickel Piece of paper Short. pencil Paper clip Comb 
] , Show me the door o (1) 
,.., 
t:. o Show rr,e the ni ckel. (1) 
Jo Shcrii rrte the ceiling (1) ll then the floor (1)., 
4~ Put the comb 11) in your pocket (l)o (Examiner places comb in patient 1s 
pocket if he ::"aiu. t, o place or keep it there) . 
~o Put the nickel (1: unner the paper (l) a 
6 . Draw a ~~ircle (1) on the paper (1) with ·:,he short pencil (1) 
dra1o1s circle :.f po.tient fails to do so) o 
(Exami:.er 
7 . Put the nickc~~ (1:· on that circle (1) and give rne (1) th(!l paper clip (1) . 
Bo Give n;e (1) the comb in your pocket (1) and put the long pencil C.) l:.h :;re 
instead (1). 
!'!rors: Rati!!S,: 
Err~ Rat.ing 
0·- 2 0 
3= 7 1 
8~~12 2 
13=17 3 
18-20 4 
Do ~ comple~~ ~~iionc.l materiaL The only ;~esponse required is eit~r agree~ 
rr.ent or disagreei'lE'nto Both questions for each numbered ite1:1 must be ansW•:3red 
correctly to re.;e~ve c·redito One repet.ition of each question j_s pennitterL 
L Will a s·oone f.ink in waU!r? 
Will a board sink in water? 
2 " Is a hammer good for cuttinp, wood? 
Can you use a harmner to pound nails? 
3 , Do t1..ro pounds of flour weigh more than one? 
Is one pound of flour heavier than JC.1.NO? 
4., Will a gocxi pair of rubber boots keep wa·~r out? 
Will water go through a good pair of rubber ·::x,ots? 
= 6 = 
I 
, ~t ....., arrl then T · · --~ 
(R ad at a nonnal r3te 
J s ~, to o to New Yo? k He ceci ded to akc H 
h to the ion but on the way thep had a flat tir HoM:ver 
at. the tati )n JUSt in tir·e fer him to catch the tralllc 
~ Dic1 't'r Jones miss his "',rain? 
Did 112 get to the station on ti~? 
6 Has lo~ Jones going to New York? 
Has he on his way home from New York? 
am going to read another pa~agranhc Are ycu ready? 
I we shou:!.d e:xarnire a fl:\'1 3 legs through a rrj cr:.sc(lzpe we w.:.u ld see that h s 1 g 
a-e tb.:.ckl., covered with ha .r.., We would alsc se~ t o l.C.!.rp tc ks at tr.«! m d f 
e ch 1e~... 'I" ese books make it possible for the .fly to walk upside do\<jn 
., 
8 
Is there hair on a fly 1 .~ legs? 
Are a fly s legs anooth) 
Do the hooks on a fly's le§s make it difficult for him t.o walk upside dOi •· 
Doer tt e fly use t1e ho:>ks on his je gs to walk on a ceili n&:? 
uill :.·cad a :-other one. Are you ready? 
e mak~ng o_ plaatice atar~ed about 100 y~ars a~c at which t~me jt was a 
very .. mc.ll industry Plast:...cs became very in:portatt.t. during i~·orld War IL 
N w the pla~tics industry iu big and s t ill growi'.lgo 
9 Were plastics first !l'la.dc in World War II? 
Wer€ sorre plastics made a bout 100 years ago? 
10 Did the plastics indust1•y st.art to expano during World WF.r IT? 
Did the p1ast:~.cs indust ·y boom during the first liorld War.? 
I am r-oinp to J•ead one more p<Lragrapho Listen car;;fully 
1'1 e entire production of magnesium in this ccuntry is from sea uater 
r.Hny n:ir:.e_ al::. which are plentiful in t he sea are stil.1.. e.x!".lqac ted more chea ·. 
L om la. d. But land deposits are running low.. Before long, ~t may be ne~~ .• s .ry 
to extract copper a~d other minerals from the sei 
11 Can copper be :>btained only from the soil? 
Is it po si ble t.o obtain copper from the sea.! 
... 2 Do r;e get all our mi nernls from the soil? 
Do e ncu get any minerals from sea water? 
Errore: Rat in~ . R4 ti ~.l cal~~~ 
&·rorl! ~t~:;s 
1 0 
2- 3 1 
4~ 6 2 
7 9 e 
1() ~12 4 
- 7 = 
II. ORAL EXPRESS.:on 
A. Non-s.E£_<:eh !:_'lOVenBnts. Tj.mea. 
f./ ..{-1.-) Alternate retraction and protru;~ion of b,.ps. 
Full credit -- 6 times in 5 seconds 
Half credit -- at least 3 times in 5 seconds 
(2) Opening and closing mouth. 
Full credit -- 10 times in 5 seconds 
Half credit -- c.t least 5 times in 5 seconds 
(3) Protrusion and retraction of tongue. 
Full credit, -- 8 times in 5 seconds 
Half credit -- at least u times in 5 seconds 
(:.{U.') Ability to rapidly touch alternate c<R'ners of mouth 1rl th tongue. 
I 
l<'ull credit - 8 times in 5 sec,)nds 
Hc?.lf credit - at least 4 ti.mes in 5 seconds 
(!f) Tongue to alveolar ridge. 
Full credit or no credit 
(6) Ability to maintain uninterrupted phonation .for 3 secorrls. 
Abili "Gr to raise ar.d lolrer voice pitch. 
Full credit -- both of above 
Half credi. t -- only one of above 
Error&: Rating; Rating Scale 
Error3 Rating 
o-!. 0 2 1-1~ 1 
2-3 2 
3~ 4! 3 
5-.62 4 
N.D. Note at-Tlruardness of movement, especially with rating of 0 or 1. 
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B, rtepci::.tc .... ou ·--~ ru.:od~~. iJ.n.ed~ sk pa"t:L-11-~ tv J.'C;_.CS.Sv 1 • .ue •. o •. ~m ...r.: . ..., ..... ._.:; 
Li0S 
tnc order jnd5.ca.ted "::Jy number pre~eding •=ach wv~cL Give one ucrd a·c a 
ti.me and wait fol"' resp.:>nse. Time the tot,al adninistrat.i.::m o.l test .J.nd 
score a.s directed ·i.n the rating table. Hark as an er:L~or any l-YOrd T-rbich 
patient distorts.. Record errors verbatim.. Time not. a factor in scoring 
after 5 errol's. 
(1) Tie 
(4) Lie (7) Cow 
(10) Thu,vnb 
Four 
Consonants 
(2 ) Day 
(5 ) Shoe 
(8) Go 
c~' _,, Saw (6) Row 
(9) Zoo 
Bee 
_,_ 
(11) 
(14) 
(12) Pay 
(15) Vow 
(13) 
(::L6) 
Er::-ors: 
--
My 
(17) Three 
(20) SlcnJ 
(23) Flag 
(25 ) 
(28) 
Eat, 
End 
Rat:ing: 
Consonant Blends 
(18) Play 
(21) Drag 
(24) Scream 
Vowels 
{26) In 
(29) Are 
Errors 
Q-1 
2-5 
b-13 
14-22 
23- 30 
-9-
Rat• mg T bl a 
60" or .les s 
0 
1 
2 
VIe 
(19) Chew 
(22) Clay 
(27) At 
(30) You 
e 
--6(iii'l Ove:c on 
r-·1 
2 J 21 
-
---r::J 3 
4 4 
. .J 
1..;. ~ I! lndi~ 
1. Picture Naming. Timed. Use earda 1 to 5, or A to E. Be sure to use the 
set not used in. test lB (Picture Identification). Point to each item 
ssparately and wait for response.. Offer a verbal cue after 10 seconds but 
do not give credit. Interrupt timing during this assistance or if patient 
does not transfer attention to next object easily. Poor articulation 
should not detract from score so long as correct response is intelligible. 
Record errors verbatim. Time not a factor in scoring after 3 errors. 
Cards 1 to 2: 
Cup Lamp Chair ID~t 
Pin Ce.ndle Fork Pencil 
Duck Cigarette Feather Umbrella 
Plow Leaf Barrel Bu-t·oorfly 
Dice Pail Banana Cactus 
Cards A to E: 
Book Table Key Shoe 
Glove Pipe Spoon But·jjon 
Comb Pig Sock Allgel 
Squirrel Arrow Piano Canoe 
Pineapple Windmill \'iheelbanow Sled 
Erl•oss: Rating: Ra·tin~ Table 
-- I &~~~s 75" o~ Iess I Over 7>111 1 : 
Errors 9011 or less Over 9011 
2-3 l. 2 
M.-ts 2 2 
~-l.5 3 )_ 
) .0-20 4 4 
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2. Resp~~.:!:~· Timed.. ilead quest~.m1. Repea..;, I\ccor-ci p.,len~;.·u an::n-t"'=:r·. 
Errors: 
--
After 10 secorrls g:i.ve a verbal cue but do nc·~ give credit. Pool' 
articulation shouJ.d not detract from t:."le sco::e so long as correct 
resp~nse is intelligible. Timing discontinued after 2 eixors. 
What do you do tv-ith soap? 
What do you do with a pencil? 
What do you do wi. th a razor? 
What do we tell time with? 
What do we cut cloth with? 
What is the color of grass? 
\-lha. t do we light a cigarette with? 
How- marlY things ma.l<e a dozen? 
r!lat is the color of cca.l? 
Where do you go to buy sugar? 
Rating: 
Errors 
0 
Errors 
1-2 
3-l 
_5-' 
~-LO 
75" or less over 7511 
1 2 
2 2 
3 3 
4 4 
D. J'unctional Speech. Begin tn infonnal manner by telling patient you mnt h:im 
~.;o -tell you more about himself. Item (1) includes greetings and questions 
rihich should be administered during this first part of this section. It is 
auggeated that this first item. and item (2) should be the first part of the 
"mtire battery to be given. 
(1) Correct responses to two of the three following: 
Response to greeting. 
Response to, ttHov are you fealing?n 
Yes-no response to "Do you remember me?n or "Is this your first tes·c?11 
-11-
(3) r.\Vhat is your full address?" 
two of the following three : 
Accept a s co1·rect any t-esponse which :Lncludes 
n umber , s treet, cit,v. 
(4 ) Use either of the f ollow.i.ng questions depending on appropriateness: 
"Tel l me t h r ee things you did today ." 
11Tell me a litt le about why you are here. n 
Accept any r esponse as correct which includes at least 5 key words . 
(5) "What kind of work were you doing before you became ill?" Encourage 
patient to continue by saying, "Tell me more about it." Give c redit only 
if patient's response is descriptive beyond name of cm.pany and t.l t l£: of jobo 
{6) Presentation of pictures. Use cat'ds 6 and 7. Say, 11Tell me everyt hing 
about uhat is going on in this picture •• • • am now, this one., 11 
Allow 30 seconds for each picture . Record verbat im. 
~lting: 
R.'lt;qng Scale 
0 Jorrect responses to first 5 items. Sentences of nonnal length and ccmplexity 
lolhich integrate people and action on both pictures, naming at least t hree of 
main actions in each. No perceptible circumlocution or word finding Ciiff iculty, 
1 Cor r ect responses to first 5 items. Some sentences ot• longer phras es in describ-
i ng i nt.egra tion of people and actions in both pictures. Hention of a t l east 
ten names of important objects or actions in each picture. 
2 Cor rect responses to 3 of first 5 items. Mention of at least 6 objects or actions 
in one picture with sonte meaningful grouping of words in short phra ses.. Use the 
responses to the pic-r.ure which produced the best results . 
3 Lower ]j_'lri.t calls fo!" at least two correct responses to first 5 i t em.sa 
4 No more t han correct response to one item. 
E, ~ F:i.ndin,.& Fluency Independent ~ External ~. Say , "I want to see h01:1 
many animals you can name in one minute. For instance, you might start tri.th 
Dog. 11 Time limit one minute . Start timing after above exarople is given and 
patie nt understands the instructions. 
Number NatlEd: Rating: Rating Scale _ 
AriimBlS Rating 
14 0 
10-13 1 
6-9 2 
2-5 3 
o-1 4 
Rat.in(J' Scale -~--0 Correct sen·:.ences of normal length and complexity without percep·~ible d<S--
liberation about, gl"almlatical usage . No perceptible dysrhythmia in phrasing 
or in articulation. 
1 Tendency to simplify sentences, or leave longer sentences incomplete; heei-
tation over particles of speech, auxiliary verbs, verb endings; some evidencE-
of dysrhythmia as described above . 
2 Predomi.L-,ately telegraphic s}):)eeh with some grammatical organization. No!'Inal 
rhythm limited to stereotype conversational phrases. 
3 Predominately single words but lrl.th occasional verb or. prepositior..al phrases~ 
~ Single unrelated ~~res. 
G. Paraphasic Distl.U'"bances. 
l!..at,i.ng, 2 follows: 
___ Syllabl3 reversals, distortions, omissions. 
__ tvord substitutions and/or jargon .. 
Perseveration and recurrent utterances~ 
---
Rating~ 
1 Occurs occasionally r.'ithout interrrupting or distorting communic.."ltion. 
2 An impedin1ent but -which does not prevent communication of mear.d.ng. 
3 Occurs persistmtlJr c.n:i often handicaps communication of meaning . 
4 So severe as to make communication impossible. 
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GJ. Rl!JIENSI 01', DJ l' 
,. • 
1
.... rds ~ am 9o Poiat at. tre stimulu"' letter o 
--vi ' -an 1.. ::.how me another one that is the same letter '15 this om ?11 
. rpc+ 
symi •Jl 
tJtnt ~ aty,ntior to the row of samples p~ired ~th ea:h st1mulus 
In~1cate ~h?ices belowo 
(1) i dll f, CJ uYl../ G 1-J ..._/.iJV\ "--' 
- -
(2) );;£_ ({/ ~--- ,J b c ~.f, }(_/ ~ (3) J-1 X --.!...4-
(L) \1\/7\ . I JJrJ .... "l! \;\1'-1 ':) .l'kvvt..> \lit A ~? ._:r'ylJ 
---
( 5) K )u X Jz i R ,, ~ (6) ' . )(- '"'l _.-0!:3 Ja FJ r)'v~ .~_:._ ~I I ,.., 
(7) .....-r_:; J I ) /t b I _, l f/ 
(~) Ll.rPI ~~- w~ ~f lllUYil_...-H O'vJ who MKO , ...._, ... ,. 
(9) ,-= 1/ F J.r f ·-
(10) .A. J/ a~ IG e 1-i 
Ratine: Rati!:s Scale 
&rcrs R.ati.!i 
- ·o- 0 
1- 2 1 
3- 4 2 
5~ 7 3 
~ ... 10 4 
Be Word R~oe.~..!! !!E Meanins. Use the Word Recognition subtest of the ~ 
~!!!S..,_ P:-ii.~~ Reading ~~, Fonn 1 . 
C Sentence Mea~~ o Use Word Meaning subtest of Stanford Ach.ievet~ ~, 
For~ Jp-Elementary. 
A. 1-lritten ~~s ,_Spell~. 
Achievemeni~ · es • ~--~~~ ----
Grade Rating: 
IV. 'Yl.ritins:r Dia·;~,.u·l.'CU1C6G 
_.._"::Jiit _ _..___...... ....... __ 
Use the Spelling tee~ of the ~~--~1; ~ g_~g~ 
B. S;eontaneous Writing (~ualitat.ive}. Use card 6 or 7. Time limit, 5 miml'~es. 
Say, 11\irite about what you see in this picture, telling as much as you can 
about the stor,r. I tdll tell you when t.o stop, 11 Encourage patient, 'c,o continue 
if he s·iiops before giving his naximum performance- Keep encouraging him but 
do not point to things~ 
Ra.ti~: 
Rat.ing Scale 
0--PBrforiiiS"asGigned taslc. Makes meani:r.g.ful sta.t,emams. Produces n:\i least ~~ 
liiol.•ds in 5 minutes. No more than 3 s~ors in spelli..l'lg, essentia.:t. punctunt:":.c!1: 
essential g:"atrntatica 1 cons (;ruction. 
1 Performs assigned task. Makes meaningful statements. Produces e.t lec.st 25 
words in 5 111inutes. Not more than 6 m-rors as above. 
2 Produces at least 15 words, including at, least 2 of ·i:,he oP..going actions} e:·-
pressed in phrases or sent,mces which need not, be granmra:tically correc"f; bui:, 
"tli th no more than 10 errord as above. 
3 Produces at least L. key wo~ds (names of objects arrl./ or ~ctions); or one com-
plete thou~1t in phrase or sentence form. 
4 Produces less than h relevant words. 
V. CALCULATION 
Use Arithmetic Cow}utat.ion subtes"t, of the ~'Ulford Achievement TF..st, Form J. 
Equ:ivaleat: 
=-:~-==:7==.-::::o.:-::::-=··--·-
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APPENDIX !!! 
HBASIC FOLLOW-UP .Sf'ODX PTERVIEW GUJP! 
1-. __________________________ _. ____ _.sex ____ ~,-----
Addreaa ____________________________________________ ___ 
Speeeh Diagnos1s _____________________ oause ____________ __ 
Date of Onset ________________________________________ _ 
Bir\bplaoe; Patient' a.._ __ _,Kother' e, ___ ,.:Father' •·---
In.t'or.u tion ObtaiDed t1'CDS 
Patient, _______ Patient with aeeistanoe from tamil7 or 
.t'rie:a4._ __ :Pamil7 or P'Piend. _____ Other _____ _ 
I Et'.t'eot ot the D1agnoeis aa.;er coexisting diagnoele on 
the patient'• potential tor apeeoh rehabilitation. 
A. Do you haTe an7 trouble with your health novf 
Yea, __ _ Bo __ _ 
It' 7••• what o:i' how\' 
B. Were you eTer ser1oual7 ill before you became aphaaiot 
Yea, __ 
··---It 788 1 what vas the Ulne .. and b.ow did it et1'eot 
rout 
II Etteot of the patient•• attitude on his speech rehabili• 
tat ion. 
A. Do J'OU think that your outlook. spirits, O!' state of 
mind baa changed ainee you han bec.e apb.adof 
... __ _ 
B. Siaoe· 7ou have been apb&dot ha• J'OU noticed an iD• 
oreaae 1D &n7 or the rolloWJ.DS th1Dss7 
1. Nenouaneaa 
2. Laok of 1Dterest 1D what: 1a going oa 
around TOll 
Jo Feelings of happtn.ss without &nJ 
particular. reaaOQ 
4• Feelings or aadnesa oJ' the •blue•• 
·s. Things upset 70u easil7 
6. Laok or patienoe with other peopi. 
and th1Dgs 
7. lleed to baTe enrphiDg b1 a oe:-ta1n 
place OJ' order 
8. Dislike for new plaoe• or thiags 
Don't reel like doin& &1'1.7thing --
tinct 111 hard to get started to cto 
an,-tb.ing 
10. ·Tire more eaa1l7 
y .. .b_ 
I 
III Et'feot ·or ectuoational baokpOlmd OD the patient '• 
potential for apeech rehab111taUOD. 
A. What waa the last grade of aohool 70u completed!_ 
B. Did J'OU attend college! Y••---
Did 7ou oompbte oolbpf Yea. __ ···--No. __ 
1. If 7ea to e1tber ot tha preeeedblg questions, 
What waa 7our maJor field ot intereatf 
0. Did J'OU attend. a117 other t}'pe of school or special 
training for fOUl' job7 
··---
'. 
D. I1' the patient had e4uoaticm Qthel' than high achool -
Did 70u aae J'OV ad'lti<JDAl edUoation 
1. In ;rour job 
2. .For ~aonal aatiat'actign 
). Other peaaona 
Btte~ ot financial and work baelqt:rQund on the patient'• 
pot~tntial tor apeeoh reb&bUltation. 
A. What kind of work d14 JOU ao before ;rou beoame ill? 
B. . Did your ap.ouae work wto:e you beca.me 111? 
Yea. ___ _ 
o. Ia he or abe workillg novf 
y 
lfo ___ _ 
YH HO·----
J). D~ Jou knQW U' you will be able to retvn to rov jobf 
Yea ___ _ Ho ___ _ 
E. Do ;you int4md to go b&ok to some other kind ot world 
Yea ___ ,.. 
··----
Uncertain~-.. __ _ 
It' ;rea, wb&U 
F. Do ;you have any pazotioul.a.P fir:1ano1al wol'riea ainoe 
your pl'eaent illneaaf 
Y••---- JJo ___ _ 
V Etfect of Aphasia on tbe patient's socialisation babita. 
A. What do ;you do to aep JO~aelf buay now? 
B. Befol'e becomtas ill did JOU enjoJ visiting with 
friend& and relativeaf 
Yea ___ _ No ___ _ 
c. Do you have any visitors naw? 
Frequently ____ Oooasionall7 ____ Seldom~ever ____ _ 
D. Do you feel any ditterently about having viaitora 
now than you did before you were 1117 
Yes __ 
··--It yes, why or haw! 
E. Do you belong to any ot tbe following groups! 
Yea Jlo 
1. Lodges or cluha 
2. Church groups 
). Wol'k groups 
Fo Rave you changed your membel'sh1p 1n any ot these 
organizations a1noe l:leoahag 1llt 
Y••·-- No __ 
G. How o!'ten do JOU go to the" meetings nov\' 
Alvaya. __ o.ooaa1oaal17. ___ seldoa_Never __ 
H. Bow often did you go to these meetings! 
Alvats. ___ o.ooaeional.l7. ___ .Seldoa...___.lfeYer __ 
I. Did you have any hol:lb1ea prior to your illneaaf 
Yea. __ 
···--J. Do you ban an,. bobbies ncnrt 
···--It yea. do you spend 1110re time __ _. leaa tiJile.__, 
or about tbe same time f 
VI Doe tor 1 s Reoogn1 t1on ot the Probl•• 
A. Did the doctor aay anything about hoW much apeeoh 
. -- --· ===#==== 
reoo't'el')' 70\1 could expeott 
Yes __ 
•• ·--
It ,. . , Complete. ___ Partial_ Uncertain. __ 
lone. __ _ 
i[ 
h 
" ,. 
ii 
ii II 
d 
'I II 
I! 
B. Did t~ doctor order AD7 apeeob therap7 while 
at tbe other hoap1talt 
you were:i 
c. 
Yea. __ 
···--It 7••• what? 
Did the doctor mention &Qf poea1bilit7 o~ apeeoh 
thel'ap7 ~ter you were diaeharged! 
Yea. __ Bo. __ 
I~ 7ea , tz<om 
II 
ii 
II 
II 
!! 
!! 
;: 
d 
:I 
!I 
!I 
Speech tberap1at_hmil7_l'ubl1o health nurse_ i1 
Other __ 
L,; Did the deetor reter 70U to 
Speech therap1at___7ubl1o health nurae ___ Other.___ 
E.;, It the famll7 g&Ye apeeoh thera.p7, 
Who! 
Bow muob! 
P. Atter 70u were diaobarged !PaS the hoap1tal did 70u 
go to 
!I 
!I h 
·' i[ 
'I !I 
ii 
I li 
(I 
!i 
!i 
II 
" li ,, 
II 
,! 
Your b.oae_Jiun1ng Boae Rehabilitation Center il 
- -1! 
Ohronio Diaeaae Hospital Otb.er j 
G. What did the doctor tell 70U about aphasia! 
YII Bura .. t Recognition ot the Pro bl4lm. 
A. Did the nuraea a .. m aware and un~ratanding ot your 
==~l=====-=--=-=-=-=========-~=-=·--=---··---= .. ·=~~= 
ll I 
II 
II 
I! 
il I, 
II 
II 
Jl 
I 
' ~=4======================~===411=== 
apeeoh problem! 1,1 
At other h.oapital.t Yea. _ __,~llo. __ 
Yea. _ __,~xo. __ I At Lemuel Shattuck Beapital 
B,. lie:. you aware o~ thAt mu-.. :
0 
tr~ to help you tal.kf II 
It' ,..., bow or llbat did they dot" II 
o. Wbat did the nuraea tell yoUl' ~amily about aphaaiat 
D,. Did the nuraea try to teaeb. J'OUl" ~am1ly how the7 
could give you some .,-eeh therapy? 
Yea __ 
···---I.f' yea, what T 
I II ,, 
" 'I 
I' 
II 
I' II 
Did the n\U'aea aqp.at that }'OU might try to get 1
1
1[ 
help with epeech therapJ' ~ter your diacharge trom a 
Speech Therapiat.__.Publ!.o Health liurae Other Jl 
- - -r 
I 
II 
:I 
VIIIA441t1onal Intormation aad Ooaaanta. 
/ 
A. Can you think ot UJ' ..,,. in which the Lemuel 
Shattuck Boapital ean better iaprove their apeeeh 
ther&pJ' department! 
B. Can you think o~ &D]'tb1Dg at all that would be help-
ful tol' ua to know to tell Ol' do tol' another apbaaio 
paUentt 
!I 
:I I, 
I[ ,, 
!' 
I ,, 
l! 
ij 
!l q 
I 
ii :; 
II 
I 
I 
I· 
I 
I. 
